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The PRESIDENT took the Chair at 3 p.m.,
and read prayers.

M NOTION-STANDING ORDERS
SUSPENSION.

Close of Session.
The ML CISTER FOR EDUCATION (Hon.

H. P-. Colebtch-East) [3.3]: I understand
it is the desire of members that the session
be brought to a close as soon as possible,
consistent with the despatch of business,
and I see no reason why this cannot be
accomplished to-day or to-morrow. In order
to do so, it will be necessary to suspend the
Standing Orders so that business may be
dealt with at once. I therefore move-

That Standing Order No. 62 be sus-
pended for the remainder of the Session-

That is the one prohibiting the taking of
fresh business after 10 P.M-

and that so much of the Standing Orders
be Suspended for the remainder of the
session as is necessary to enable Bills to
be passed through all stages at the one
sitting and to enable messages from the
Assembly to be taken into consideration
forthwith on tileir receipt.

lon. J. W. KIRWAN (South) [3.5]: 1
Iharo no objection to the motion on one
condition. We ought to have an assnrance
front the }%inister that no fresh legislation
other than that on the Notice Paper of
either House will be introduced during the
closing hours of the session. In the past it
has been usual with most Governments when

rushing through the work at the close of the
session to bring down fresh legislation,
which has come as a surprise to members
and has been put through before members
fully reahised what had happened.

The MINISTER FOR EDIUCATION (Rom.
11. P. Colebatch-East-in reply) [3.63 I
know of no other measure that the Govern-
ment have any intention of bringing for-
ward.

The PRESIDENT: It is necessary that
the motion be passed by au absolute
majority of members. If there are no
voices against the motion, I shall declare it
so carried.

Question put and passed.

QTESTION-WAROONA-LAKE CLIFTON
RAILWAY, TRAFFIC, ETC.

Hon. H. STEWART (for Hon. J. Greig)
asked the Minister for Education:-1, What
has been the total revenue derived from the
Waroona-Lake Clifton railway on traffic
from Lake Clifton since the Government
took the line over in August lost? 2, What
proportion of that revenue has been derived
fron, the carriage of lime for agricultural
fertilising purposes? 3, Can farmers obtain
agricultural lime from the Lake Clifton con-
cessionaires; is it in bulk or bagged, wet or
dry, and at what price?

The MNSTER FOR EDUCATION
replied: 1, £162 to 31st December last. 2,
£E10. 3, Lime can be obtained from the con-
cessionaires, but the department is not aware
of the conditions, which are obtainable on
application to the company.

BILLS (4)-TRTRD READING.
1, Land Tax and Income Tax Act, 1922,

Ame ndm eat.
2, Roads Closure.
3, General Loan and Inscribed Stock Act

Amendment.
4, Workers' Compensation Act Amend-

meat.
Passed.

BILL-DHNER'S PHTHISIS.
Report of Committee adopted.
Read a third time and returned to the

Assembly with amendments.

BTLL-PERPETTJAL EXECUTORS, TRUS-
TEES AND AGENCY COMPANY
(W.A.) LTD. (PRIVATE).

Second Reading.
Ron. .1. NICHOLSON (M~etropolitan)

13.131 in moving the second reading said:
This Bill is to provide legislative sanction
to a company recently formed to enable
then. to carry on A business similar to that
of the one existing company-the W.A.
Trustee, Executor and Agency Coy., Ltd.
The powers sought to be conferred on the
new company will enable tbem to carry out
the duties of executors, administrators of
the estates of deceased persons, to act as
attorneys or agents for any person, and
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trustees, committee or otherwise. The
DillI which is a private one, was referred
to a select committee in another place,
according to the Standing Orders, nd
the report of the committee, which is bn-
fore members, "'as in favour of the Bill.I
think it was suggested that one clause
should be omitted.

Hon. J1. Duffel! : Was that a clausc relating
to a public trustee!

lon. J1. NICHOLSON: It was Clause 29,
which is referred to in the report of the
select committee. The clause was with refer-
ence to investing moneys, putting togetber
portion from one estate and portion from
onother for investment purposes. The comn-
pany were quite agreeable that that clause
should be deleted. A couple of minor amend-
muents w-ere made in Committee elsewhere.
Otie to which I may draw the attention of
heon. memibers is that the security to be put
up by the company shall be in Government
stock. The existing company, the W.A. Trus-
tee, Executor, and Agency Company Ltd., are
allowed to put their security in other forms of
investment, such as freehold land, or other
security approved hy the Colonial Treasurer.
I believe their security is represented by the
title deeds to certain p~roperty.

Hon. J. Duffel]: Who are the directors of
this proposed company?

Hon. J1. N lC'HOLSON: T really cannot say.
According to the prospectus the provisional
dirctors include 31r. A. J. Monger, 'Mr. F.
S. R. Alexander, Mr. C. S. Nathan, Mr. -T. ..
Holmes. Dr. A. J. H. Saw, and 1Mr. W. H4.
Vincent. The company has been, formed
with an nthorised capital of £250,000 in £1l
shares. An issue of 150,000 shares was
offered to the public at 2s. (id. payable on
application and 29. 6d. on allotment. The Hill
contains a provision whereby a certain pro-
portion of the capital must be retained as
further security for the performance of the
duties which the companY) undertake to carry
out-n very wise provision indeed. The sub-
ject of this Bill has been so fully and ex-
hauistively discussed that I really feel it is
not necessary to say very much. Tanm sure
lion, members are as familiar with the objects
of this Bill as it would he possible for me
to explain in the 'course of a long speech.
I may, however, refer to flu interesting his-
tory of trustee companies which I observed
in the ''Australian Review'' of the 28 th
Stinuary, 1922-

Tt is stated that the law of trusts dates
back to the 13th century in England under
the reign of Edward flT., but apparently
it was in India that fiduciary powers were
first granted to institutions-to so-called
''agency houses.'' Owing to the opposition
of powerful vested interests, the principle
of trust companies was delayed in Enag-
land until comparatively recent years, since
when large banks and insurance companies
have created special departments for the
conduct of executor and trustee business.
The principle of executor and trustee corn-
panies was established by the Dutch in

South Africa in the 18th century, and
though the growth was extremely slow, a
marked development has taken place dur-
ing the past 50 years. From the Cape
the idea spread to Australia, we are told.
The first legislative grant of trust powers
to a corporation in the United States oc-
curred in the year 1822, and from that
time onwards the modern trust conipaun-,
as we now know it, slowly took shape there.
In the year 1878 the first trust company
was 'established in Australia, and Canada
established its first in 1882. As elsewhere
in, the worldl, the growth of executor and
trustee companies has been slow at first in
Australia. Since the year 187S, when the
first company was formed in Victoria, three
companies have been established in Syd-
ny, and eight companies carry on business
in Victoria. South Australia claims three
companies, and in Queensland there are
two companies. One company acts in
Western Australia, and three in Tasmania.
Nineteen companies have thus come into
being in Australia during the last 50 years,
whilst in -New Zealand three companies
operate. The total capital and reserves of
the companies within the Commonwealth is
E1,22%,274. Beneficiaries' trust funds now
amnount to £86,899,058,

It must strike every lion, member that if a
small State like Tasmania can support three
o" these trustee companies, the benefits to be
dernived from thenm must be recognised there.
I feel sure hon. members will not be backward
in recoginsing the need existing in this State
for the establishment of another institution
such as this, and I have much pleasure in
moving-

That thme Bill be now read a second time.

Hen. -I. DUFI'ELL (Mletropolitan-Subur-
ban) [3.241 ;This takes us rather by surprise.
A Bill of the present type should be sup-
ported by something more than the remarks
which have fallen from Mr. Nicholson. We
are in a quandary us to whether we should
support tme measure or otherwise. We have
beard the list of provisional directors, and
I think it is up to such of them as are
mcmibers of this Chamber to place the meas-
ure before us in a fuller light than hans been
done by the sponsor of the Bill. [ tried hard
te follow Mr. Nicholson's renmarks, but I re-
nret to say that I found them so Vague that
they leave me as wvise as T was wvhen he
began. I hope that some of the hon. mem-
hers who are an fait with the position will
nraist other members. It has yet to be proved
that there is am opening for a second comn-
paniy.

Hon. H. Stewart: If there is not, the share-
bolers will fall in.

Hon. A. Lovekin: Do you not think it un-
desirable for a member to advocate his owni
interests!

Hon. J. DITFFELL: Members would be
quite in order in recording their votes for a
Bill of this kind, which establishes a public
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company. As we desire more light, and as
those bon. members can impart it, they should
take the opportunity of doing so. I hope
th-ey will do so in order that I may be aff orded
the opportunity of casting an intelligent vote.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc,
Bill passed through Committee without de-

bale, reported without amendment, and the
report adopted.

Read a third time and passed.

BII1L-.ARNADU P-DENMARK
RAILWAY.

Assembly's request for ('onference.
The following message was received from

the Assembly:-
In reply to Message No. 48 the Assembly

request the Council to grant a conference
on the amendment insisted upon by the
Council. Should a conference be agreed to
by the Council, the Assembly will be repre-
sented at such conference by three mem-
bers.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: In
reply to the message, I move-

That the Council agrees to a conference
on the amendment insisted upon by the
Council and appoints 7 o'clock this even-
ing in the President 'a room for holding
the conference; and that the managers
appointed be Hon. G. W. Miles, Hon. A.
Ijovekin and the mover.
'Question p)ut and passed.

BILL-ELECTORAL DISTRICTS.

Second Rending.
The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION:

(Hon. 11. P. Colebatch-East) [3.30] in
moving the second reading said: The
need for a redistribution of seats, par-
ticularly so far us the Legislative Assembly
is concerned, has been recognised for a great
number of years. During the war, the mat-
ter was left in abeyance by common consent,
because it was felt that the war had caused
a disturbance in population that was not nor-
mal, and it was not regarded as an oppor-
tune time to amend the boundaries of the
electoral districts. The necessity for an
alteration -may be easily illustrated. At the
present time we have a district in Wvbich
10,354 voters return one member, and, apart
from the North-West to which it is considered
special consideration is due, we have another
district in which 542 electors return one mem-
ber. We have groups of electors--that is,
contiguous groups-in which 1,041 electors re-
turn one member-I ani speaking of seats
apart from the -North-West-while in other
glinps it takes an average of 7,07.3 electors

to return one member. There are also
anomalies within these contiguous groups
which should be rectified. It is the opinion
of the Government that the best method to
obtain the redistribution is by appointing a
Commission to inquire and report. The Bill
proposes to set uap such a Commission, and it
is proposed that it shall be comprised of a
judge of the Supreme Court, who will be
Chairman, the Surveyor General and the
Chief Electoral Officer. There is provision
to appoint other officers in the event of any
of these gentlemen being unable to act. In
the ordinary course of events there will he
a general election for the Legislative Assem-
bly in 1.924, It is felt that it would be wrong
to allow another election to be held on the
basis of the present unsatisfactory distribu-
tion of seats, which was made nearly 12 years
ago. If an amending Electoral Bill is to be
passed before the next election, it must be
passed during the next session of Parliament.
Consequently the present preliminary Bill ap-
pointing a Commnission. must be passed during
this session so that the Commission will have
an opportunity to make inquiries and submit
a report With recommendations during the
next session of Parliament. The necessity
for the passing of the Bill is that a satisfac-
tory redistribution of seats may be arrived
at before the next general election. The Bill
proposes to appoint the Commission and to
give themn certain instructions Within which
they will wvork. I cannot proceed without
insking a passing reference to the recent
Federal redistribution of seats. Certain in-
structions were issued to the Commissioners
in that ease and, in my opinion, those instruc-
tions were not observed as they should have
been. The result has been that for our repre-
sentation in Parliament, a very small part of
the State, comprising Perth and Fremantle,
returns two members. Another two members
represent the remainder of what is known as
the South-West division, while one member
represents the'wholc of the remainder of the
State, or practically nine-tenths of Western
Australia. In that case, although the Com-
missioners had power to differentiate in popu-
lation to the extent of 25 per cent, either way
and were instructed to take into considera-
tion matters somewhat similar to those Wre
propose to issue to our Commissioners,
namely community of interest, means of com-
munication, distance from capital, and so on,
they senm to have ignored those provisions
and made the electorates identical on a popu-
lation basis, I1 do not think that was in-
tended under the Federal instructions. I
think the 25 per cent, margin should have
been applied so as to have given more ad-
vantage to the outlying portions of the State.

Hon. J. W. Kirwan: Hear, hear!
The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: In

the present instance we propose to issue defi-
nite instructions to the Commissioners. A
Bill was introduced in 1913 and passed by
another place. It provided for the appoint-
ment of Commissioners and where we now
have four North-West seats, it provided that
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they should be reduced to three, and that the
remainder of the State .should be divided into
41 electorates ott a population basis, with
allowances practically the same as are pro-
vided in the Federal Electoral Act, namely
a margin of 25 per cent, either one way or
the other. When the Bill came to this Chanm-
ber it passed thc second reading and certain
amendments were submitted by me. The
first was that the four North-West seats
should be maintained. That was agreed to
here. The second "as to vary the instruc-
tion to the Commission in this way-

In the areas covered by the districts of
Perth East, Perth, Perth North, Perth
West, Canniag, Claremont, Guildford, Iced-
orville, S ubiaco, Fr-emantle, Fremantle
North-East, Fremnantle South; and Boulder,
Brown Hill-Ivanhoe, Bannans and Kalgoor-
lie, the quota of electors shall be 33a per
centum greater than the quotient ascertained
in the manner prescribed iii the preceding
subsection, and in the areas covered by
the districts of Albany, Bunlbury, Gerald-
ton, Avon, Beverley, Collie, Forrest,'Greenough, Irwin, Katainiug, M.Noore,'Ifurray-Wcllington, Nelson, Northamn, Pinl-
gelly, Sussex, Swnu, Toodyny, Wkagin,
Williamns-Narrogiai, York, Coolgardic, Cue,
[(anowna, Meazies, MYt. Leonora, Mt. Mag-
net, Mt. Margaret, 'Murejison, and Yil-
gain, the quota shall be 20 per cent, less
than such quotient.

That amendment was senut to the, LcgiAslntive
Assembly, hut was nt agreed to. On the
Bill being returned to the Council, we in-
sisted on our anmendmenat and the DBill was
eventually lost. The present Bill follows, not
exactly, but v-ery closely the principles cea-
bodied in that amendment. There has been,
since that time, a miovemnent of population
whichi has made it appear to the Govern-
mient that the distribution contemplated hr
that amndment would not do justice nowv
to the whole State. For istance, under that
amendment the central goldfields districts
would be pealised in. the same way as the
metropolitan area, and would have a quota
of 33 1/3rd per cent, above what they ordin-
arily would have had. Since then there has
been a decline in the population of the
central goldields, and a very great increase
in the population of the metropolitan area.
It has been recognised even by those who
live in the metropolitan area that the best
interests of Western Australia would not be
served by the election of a Parliament which
wonld be dominated entirely by the metro-
politan area.- 'We are all crying out tfiat
people should go out into the country dis-
tricts.

Ron. R. G. Ardagh: And wonld want.- to
decrease their representation when they go
there.

Ron. J. Du Well: Nothing of the kind. The
representation is to be increased.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION:. The
Bill proposes that in the metropolitan area
the number of electors shall be reduced by
ore-half before the procedure of arriving at

the quota is started upon, and that in the
agricultural areas and central goldfields areas
the number of electors shall stand as they
-ire. It is pirovided, ho'wever, that in coanec-
tion with thy outside goldfields and mining
electorates the actuel number shall be in-
creased by 50 per cent, so as to give them
additional representation beyond that which
they would be entitled to on a purely popu-
lutien basis. At the present time, in the 12
metropolitan districts there is a quota of
7,073 electors, the total number of electors
being 84,872. In the 21 agricultural dis-
tricts, inicluded in 'which are such outports as
Albany, Dunbury and Oeraldton and provin-
cial towns such as Northam and Kataaning,
the total number of electors is 65,858. It
may interest lioa, members to know that in
1011, when the metropolitan area was allotted
these 12 seats, there were 54,000 electors, or
an average of 4,505 per seat. Now there are
,34 ,872 electors, or a quota of 7,073.

Ron. A. Lovekin: That is a gross injustice.
The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: We

propose to remedy that. In 1911, when the
agricultural districts and ports were allotted
21 seats, they had 55,492 electors, or an aver-
age of 2,642. There are now 65,858 electors,
or an average of 3,136. The central gold-
fields districts in 1911, when they were
allotted four seats, had a total of 16,810
electors, or an average of 4,202, They have
now 13,651 electors, or an mersge of 3,413.
Tn the outside mining districts-these are Cue,
VYilgarn, Mt. Leonora, Coolgardie, Murchison,
Mtenzies, Mt Margaret, 'Mt. M1agnet, and
Xan owna-tbure was a total of 20,520 elec-
tors, or an average of 2,280 for each seat.
There is now a total of 9,372 voters, or an
average of 1,041'. Then we come to anomalies
within these different districts, and we 6nd
that the Canning electoratd Tias over 3,000
electors above the allowance that would be
permitted in this Bill. Some districts in the
metropolitan area, however, are below the
minimum that c 'an be allowed. Canning has
10,354 and West Perth only 4,891 electors.
There is no good reason why less than 5,00G
lpeople in West Perth should have the same
political representation as mere than 10,000
people in the electorate of Canning.

H-on. A. Lovekin: That applies all rounad.
The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: In

the agricultural area the disparity is not so
great, but even there we have the case of
Albany, with 4,3S9 electors, whereas Beverley
has 1,820.

Hen. X. Duffell: Are those the figures for
1911?

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION:
They are the present figures. On the central

goidieds area we have such anomalies as
this-Klgoorlie with 4,691 electors and Han-
nazis with 1,563. In the outer mining area
we have the biggest electorate in the Muar-
ehison with 1,513 electors, and the smallest,
Menzies, with 542 electors. These anomalies
within the different districts certainly ought
to he remedied. The proposal submitted in
the Bill is that before arriving at the quota
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the number of electors in the metropolitan
area should be reduced by 50 per int. and
the number in these outlying districts in-
creased by -50) per cent., that is in the nine
outside districts, leaving the electors for the
rest of the State, that is right through the
south-west division, with the exception of tme
metropolitan aea anid the central golddields,
on their actual figures. This is merely a
rough calculation because before the commis-
sion completes its work there will have to be
a complete revision. of the existing rolls. 'We
have compulsory enrolment at present, but
every effort will be made to see that the rolls
are absolutely accurate before the commis-
sion proceeds7 with this portion of its work.
Assuming that the i-olls are practically accur-
ate at present-

lion. J. Duffell: Very far from it.
The MINISTER POR .D UCATTON': Xo

doubt, hut they are not more wrong in one
direction than in another. The rolls will be
carefully revised. Assuming that the re-
vision shows the enrolment in different pmarts.
of the St-ate to be approximately what it is
now, the metropolitan area will obtain two
additional seats--instead of 12 it will have 14
-the agricultural districts will obtain one ad-
ditional scat-instead of 21 the v will have
22; and the central goldfields aren which has
at present four seats will undoubtedly retain
thein. It is possible the finial figures will show
that the- goldfields c-entral area is entitled to
more than that number, namely five seats.
On the other handl, the outside mining disj-
tricts, where the population has declined by
more than half since 1911, will be reduced
fromt nine seats to five. This makes. a total
of 46 seats. Then we have the four northern
seats. It is not intended to interfere with
these unless time conmmission thinks it dlesir-
able in some way to alter the boundaries as
between the four seats.

Hon. J. fluffel]: What difference will this
Bill make to the provinces of this Chamber?

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: It
will have the effect of amore reasonably ad-
justing the different provinces. Provision is
Made in the Dill that-

Notwithstanding the alteration of bound-
aries of any electoral province, every inem-
her of the Legislative Council shall comntinine
to represent in Parliament the province for
which he n-as elected, hut with the bound-
aries so assigned to it by the- Act.

The commission will have to proceed on the
lines set out, making these deductions in the
metropolitan area and increases in the outlying
districts. When it has done that work and
taken into account also community of inter-
est, means of communication, distances. from
the capital, physical features and the existing
boundaries of districts, as well as exercising,
as far as it considers desirable, the right of

varyn 25 per cent. either way, above or he-
low, for the purpose of ascertaining the quotas
on or before a date to be fixed by the Gov-
ernment, the commission most bring forward
to the Minister its report in the following
mannr: -

Tme commissioners shall, on or before a
date to be fixed by the Governor, forward
to the 'Minister to whom the administration
of the Electoral Act, 1907, is for the time
being committed, their report uipon the div-
ision of the State into electoral distritta,
with the namie and boundaries of each pro-
posed district and the number of electors
therein, as nearly as v-an he ascertained, to-
gether with a mal) signed by them showing
the boundaries of each such proposed dis-
trict.

The whole of the informationi -s laid on the.
Table of both Houses of Parliamient will then
be itroducedl in the form of a Bill for the
-edistribution of seats and for thev redis-
tribution of the bioundaries of the electoral
protvinc-es -L141 tIt Bill, if it is passed
an~d assented to, will come ito operation n
n date to he fixed by proclamation. After
the commission has submitted its report the
final decisioni will rest with both Houises of
Parliament.

H-on. J. W. TKirwan: What is the quota
for the five areas?

'The 'MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: In
the metropolitan area the actual edrolment is
S4,872. The figuires 1 am quooting were com-
Poiled a month or tw-o ago. That figure will
b.w reduced by 50 per cent, which would mean
tihat the metropolitan area comprising 12 dis-
tricts would be treated as having an enrolment
of 42,436 electors. The central goldfields -area
has nit enrolment of 13,651. The south-west
division, exclusive of the metropolitan area,

adinlulding aVqt we call the agricultural
districts and the outports, has an enrolment
of 65,858. The outside area, that is, outside
the south-west division end exclusive of the
c-cntral goldfield hs, that is, the smaller mining
districts, has an enrolut of 91.372. This
urilL be increased by 50 per cent., 4,686, which
will give them an effective enrolment for the
purpose of distribution of 14,058. This makes
a total enrolment for the purposes of distri-
bution of 136,003.

Hon. H. Stewart: What is the North-West
qnota. Y

Hen. J1. Cornell: It is about a thousand for
each district.

Hon. 3. W. Kirwan: How does the quota
work out?

The 'MINISTER FOR EDUCATION:
Divided amongst the 46 districts that will
give a quota of 2,956 or roughly 3,000. This
would really mean that 8,000 electors in the
south-west divsion, apart front the metro-
politan. area and 3,000 in the central gold-
fields area, would return a member. In the
ouitside arc-as, 2,00 electors would retorti a
member, because they wuLld be eredlited with
an additional 50 per cent, ]in the metropoli-
tan area it would take 6,000 actual electors
for each district. Their average Would be
0(10 becaiuse of the decrease of -50 per cent,
The enrolment f or the 'North-West roughly
works out at an average of a little under
1,000 for each district.

Hon. J. Duffel!: All white people?
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The MTXNISTER FOR EDUCATION:
White electors, not peopile.

lRon. .1. W. Kirwan: What is the enrolment
for the central goldfields area?

The MINSTR R.FOR EDUCATION: Ac-
cording to the latest figures it is 13,651, and
the quota would he 9,00gr At present it
returns four members, to which it would be
entitled Tddr this Bill with 12,000 electors.

Hon. J. W. Kirwan: And the agricultural
quota is 3,000?

The MINI'qSTER FOR EFD'CAT-ON: Yes.
It seems clepar that even if we give this extra
.50 per cent, to the outlying fields, they must,
because of their great decrease in the number
of electors, from 20,520 to 9,372, lose four
members What is to become of them? There
seems to be little doubt that two will go to
the metropolitan area. One would go to the
agricultural districts and the other, on the,
present figures, might go to the central gold-
fields. It is purely a matter of how the
enrolment turns out. On the present figures
I should think that it would mean the gold-
fields would lose three members.

Hon. J. W. Kirwan: Possibly four.
The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: Yes,

but I should think three. It depends entirely
on what the final enrolment shows. They
must lose three and may lose four. If they
lose four seats it will mean the metropolitan
area will get two and the agricultural dis-
tricts also will get two. If they lose three
the metropolitan area will get two, I think,
and the agricultural districts one. The Bill
is an equitable one. We cannot expect this
country to prosper if we centre political
powers in the metropolitan area.

Hon. H. Stewart. It is a splendid attempt
at a developmental policy.

Hon. .7. Duffel: All round.
The MINTSTER FOR EDUCATION:

Nor do I think that population can heen
tirely ignored.

Hon. 3. W. Kirwan. It gives a premium
to centralisation.

Tm VrJYTSTEB F OR EDUCATION:
Nothing of the kind, If we worked entirely
on a population basis it would mean that the
metropolitan area would have practically half
the representation in Parliament, which would
not be desirable. I move-

That the Bill he now read a second time.

Hon. J1. WV. KIRWA-N (Southt) 13.57]:;
This is a matter of great concern to the elec-
tors in my province. It is also of great eon-
cern to the whole of the golddields, inasmuch
as it is the only part of the State that will
lose representation in the Legislative Assem-
bly. I agree with what the Leader of the
House has said that a redistribution of seats
is long overdue. At the same time there are
features in this Bill which I do not approve,
and which to my mind are not in accordance
with what is fair and right. There are
various anomalies in connection with the Bill
as it stands. The Leader of the House has
explained that the agrieultural districts may

gain two members, or may gain one and the
metropolitan districts gaini two. The central
goldifields may possibly gain one seat. The
outlying goldfields, it is absolutely certain
on the figures before us, will lose tour seats.
One of the anomalies I would like to point
out is, so I understand from the Minister,
that a seat such as Swan, so nearly bordering
oni the metropolitan area, is designated as
belonging to the agricultural area. It would
be classed amongst the agricultural districts,
and it would be entitled to a quota of 3,000.
The Swabn electorate is immediately border-
iag on the metropolis, but districts like Kal-
goorlie, Boulder City, Hannans and Brown-
hill-Ivanhoe are situated nearly 400 miles
from the seat of government and we find that
the quota at those places is exactly the same
as that of the seat which I have just men-
tioned which is immediately adjoining the
tiuetropol is. Northam within a short railway
journey of Perth, also has a quota of 3,000
-the same as the central goldfields. That is
an outrage- on one of the principles invari-
ably rt'cognised under every systemi of redis-
tribution of seats that I know of-distance
from the capital.

Hon. H. Stewart: Is that the proper basic
principle, distance from the capital?

Hon. J. W. KRWAN. I knowr that in
redistribution of seats hitherto carried out,
distance from the capital was always taken
into account. It is recognised in connection
with the N'orth-West, and I am not inclied
to quarrel with the proposal that the North-
West shall retain its four seats. The man
who lives in any of the North-West constit-
uencies is far away from the seat of Govern-
ment and is influence on political affairs is
very small indeed. Take the man who lives
in Perth. He is immediately in touch with
all members of Parliament. He can button-
hole them whenever he wishes, ani Ministers
too for that matter. He has more power
than 20 men living, say, in the Kimberley
district. 'Mr. Raglin has talked about equal
electorates, Which is one of the democratic
principles. I ay that what democracy
wants is equality of political power ad to
effect that we must do something by which
the man who hasg considerahie political power
in Perth and who is on the spot, where
questions of government are decided, shall
not be given more than ha who lives a great
distance from the seat of government and who
pierhaps never has the opportunity of visiting
the capital.

Hon. .1. Duffell; That is the case all over
the world.

Hon. 3. W. KIRWAN-. My friend repre-
sents the Metropolitan province and he will
put up an excellent fight in the in-
terests of that province. Consequently I shall
not appeal to him or to the other
members of the metropolitan province. They
hare a tremendous amount of power, and I
suppose they will want more, which of
course is only human nature. In every part
of tbe world in matters of this kind distance
from the capital is always taken into
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account, and particularly does this apply in
a State of vast area, such as Western Austra-
lia with its scattered districts where
people arec doing .4plendid work in the
development .of the country 's natural re-
sources. I go so far as to say that
if not a single member represented
tile metropolitan area in this- House or
ini another place, that area -would be
better represented than a district like
Albany or Kinmberley with twice its present
representation. I am one of those who en-
deavour to attend to their work in the State
Parliament, and still live in the country.
My borne is ntearly 4040 miles fron, the seat of
government, and it means travelling back-
wards and forwards each week to attend to
my duties. TI would never ask any other
goldfields or country member to do the
same, and I would never find fault with the
country representative who made his home
in Perth. Having to do what I do, involves
a big strain on one 's health, It also entails
no Small expense. Therefore, I say that if
all our goldfields representatives lived in
Perth, I would not blame them for doing so
bscause it 'is almost impossible to expect
them to do otherwise. The same thing
applies to the North-West members and to
those members who represent agricultural
areas. They must of necessity live in Perth,
and therefore all these mnenmbers must be-
come members for tile metropolis. The re-
quirements of the city are continually being
brought under their notice and they are
subjected to all sorts of influences, whereas
the individual in the North-West or in the

out-back mining areas or in the distant
agricultural areas, are ''the world forget-
ting, by the world forgot.'' The legislation
that is submitted generally applies to where
the bulk of the population is and very often
the back country is forgotten.

Hon. J. Duffell: No, they are kept in
touch with things by the newspapers.

Hon. J. W. KIRWAN: Judging by the in-
terjectiou' my arguments are striking home.
I am, sure that any member who goes through
my experience and sees what is happening from
a long distance off, will view the matter
from a perspective, different from that of
the individual living within coo-ce of Par-
liament House. In the interests of this
great State we ought 'to give more repre-
sentation to the outer districts, and the in-
dustries in distant parts, for, after all, itI is
those industries that are keepoing the
metropolis going. Although Iam not a
member of the Country Party, I know
that the Country Party stand for what
is the true wealth of the State-prim-
ary industries I would very much pre-
fer to see the two additional seats
it is proposed to give to the metropolitan
area go to the agricultural districts. If we
onl the goldfields cannot get those seats by
reason of our population having dwindled
Somewhat, it would be far better in the
interests of Western Australia that the agri-
cultural industry, which is doing so much
for the State, should have them. In

any r-distribution proposal in a State
like Western Australia, we should give
more consideration to distance from the
capital than has hitherto been dlone. Some-
one asked me whether I would give the
same representation to a thousand men
in one part of the country as I would
to 10,000 men in Perth? I said that
I undoubtedly would, that a thousand men
away in the North-West or in the back
blocks were a greater asset than the 10000
in Perth. The thousand are the people w~om
we should encourage if Western Australia
is to be made the great State we all hope
it will be. That is why I consider the Hill
is not all it should be, b~eause it does not
give suffleient attention to the question of
distance from capital. When the Hill is in
Committee I intend to move an amendment
in this direction, and I feel I shall be able
to udefeud it on the grounds of common
justice. I intend to propose that in no cir-
eumstanees shall the number of members in
the nmetropolitan area be increased. The
number is quite sufficient as it is at present.
The evil of centralisation has been
growing in Western Australia. At the
present time the number of people in the
metropolitan area. is practically half the
total population of the State. If we allow
tile representation of Perth to go on in-
creasing in accordance with the added
population, shall we not he fostering the
evil of centralisation?

Eon. J1. Nicholson: No.
Hor. J. W. KIRWAN: Of course the more

poltical power you give to the metropolitan
-area, the greater will be the pull of the
(-apital, and the worse it will be for the
agricultural and mining centres. Under my
proposal the North-West will remain as it
is, and the metropolitan area will retain its
present representation. I would give to the
three commissioners to be appointed under
the Bill power to distribute the electors in
the remaining portions of the State in
accordance %ith the instructions contained
in the Bill.

lion. J. Duffel]: Not thle whole of the
State.

Ho,,. J. W. KIRWAN: There would be 12
menmbers for the metropolitan area, four f or
the North-West, and for the balance I would
allow thd three commissioners to distribute
electors in accordance with the instructions
contained in the Bill. I advance that proposal
in the best interests of our primary indits-
tries, and in the best interests also of those
w~ho desire to place some cheek on the evil of
coutralisation. I shall be extremely disap-
pointed if members representing agricultural,
mining, the North-West anywhere outside
of Perth, do not give that proposal their sup-
port It is fair, equitable, and in accordance
with the system of electoral representation
observed in other parts of the world, oven to
an extent in Great Britain. When I said that
Perth would be better prepresented without
any members than would outlying districts
with three or four members, I was quoting the
words of Mr. Gladstone, who pointed to the
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extraordinary influence of London on political
affairs. My amendment would simplify
the whole system of' redistribution. It would
mean that the North-West would remain as
at present, the metropolitan area as at present,
and the commissioners would divide the bal-
auce of the members over the rest of the
State. I would give the commissioners com-
plete discretionary power provided they fol-
Rowed the instructions contained in the Bill.
That would leave the political strength with
those furthest from the seat of government,
and would duly recognise that the primary
industries were worthy of power commea-
mirate with the great work they are dloing.

Hon. A. J. 1-. SAW (Mietropolitan-Subur-
ban) [4-20): I think I struck the nail on the
fiend when, a little while ago, I interjected
that Mr. Kirwan was putting up a smoke
screen. That was what his speech amounted
to. Knowing that the Bill does not give pro-
per representation to the metropolitan area,
he announces this ridiculous proposal of his,
that in spite of greatly increased population
and the unjust representation we are already
suffering, the metropolitan area shltl remain
at the ridiculous level of 12 members. At the
conclusion of the Napoleonic wars there was
in England an idea that it took three French-
men to equal one Englishman. There is also
a popular tradition that it takes nine tailors
to make a nm. Apparently there is in the
Government the opinion-more than shared
by Mr. Kirwan-that oae man in the country
or on the goldfields is equal to two in the
metropolitan area; that is to say, a man in
the metropolis is only half a man.

lion. J. W. Kirwan: Nothing of the kind.
My reference was to the extraordinary politi-
et-a power of the metropolis.

Hon. A. J. H. SAW: I shall deal with that
presently. I have no fault whatever to find
with the giving of greater relative representa-
tion to the scattered baekblocks or to the
North-West. Their isolation, the fact that
they have so little means of communication,
entitles them to extra consideration, and I
am prepared to say the same, though perhaps
in slighter degree, of the goldieldls and coun-
try areas. Blut a Bill which says it shall take
6,0l00 people to return one member for the
metropolis, whereas only 3,00 shall be re-
qluired to return a member for the goldfields,
or for the agricultural area, is going too far.

Hon. J. W. Kirwan:- The hon. member does
not know much about the Bill.

Hou. A. .11 . SAWM: It reminds me of the
story told of a pious old man who, during a
drought, prayed fervently for rain. Finally
the rain came and fell and fell and fell, until
a flood ensued. Then this old inon went out
and said, "Lord, it is true that ne prayed
for rain, but this is going too far." That is
what the Bill is doing. A scheme of redi-tri-
bution of seats is long overdue, but this Bill is
over-doing it. As to the question of the won-
derful political power possessed by the people
of the metropolis, are we not all familiar with

the fact that there is not in the Cabinet a
single member representing a metropolitan
constituency? Where, thenI is the wronderful
political power of the metrpolis? Is it that
we are deficient in intellect! The real reason
why there is no nietropolitian member in the
Government is because the metropolitan area
has no political influence.

Hon. H. Stewart: There was one, but he
wtas defeated by a woman.

Hon. A. 3. H. SAW: That was at the last
election. It is ancient history. Since then
the power of the Country Party has been
such that we have not succeeded in getting a
metropolitan representative into the Cabinet.
Take another evidence of want of political
power in the metropolis: The people of North
Pertb, although fully prepared to pay for
their water, have been almost without water
for years past, and the stuff supplied to them
has been the equivalent of pen soup).

Hon. 11. Stewvart: Plenty farmers have to
dig for their water.

Ron. A. J1. H. SAW: Plenty farmers, al-
though near the Gold fields watir scheme line,
have not sufficient enterprise to have it laid
on to their houses. The people of North Perth
are undoubtedly suffering a great injustice
through the water supplied to them. It is
unfit to drink, and equally unfit to wash
clothes. As a matter of fact, sometimes the
pea soup supplied as waterj s not on the meu
at all. Over 12 mnths ago I took a depute.-
tion to the Minister for Works, who then
assured us that within a few months the un-
satisfactory state of affairs would be reme-
diedI that they were bringing down a pipe
line from Munda ring. In consequence of this,
we patiently awaited events. Only a week ago
I saw another statement from the Minister
for Works declaring that now at last the pipe
fins been laid, and a new supply turned on.
Yesterday a friend of mine living at North
Perth assured rue the people th~ere were being
supplied with exactly the same pea soup a
before.

The Minister far Education:. That is niot
true.

Hion. A. J. H. SAW: WeUl, I have every
confidence in the veracity of my friend at
Noth Perth.

The Minister for Education: I live on the
highest leak there, and I say the statement is
not true.

Hon. A. J. H, SAW: Perhaps the hon.
mrember lives at 'Mt. bawley, where they hare
a better supply. The 'Minister for Education
said it tvas not desirable that the State
should be dominated by the metropolitan
area. How tan wve have the State dominated
by the metropolitan area when, under the
Bill, 85,000) electors of the metropolitan area
%rill. return 14 members, whereas 83,000 elec-
tors outside the metropolitan area will re-
turn 36 members? Unless we have the voting
power, we are not likely to get any coneid-
era tina at all. Sentiment does not enter
into politics. The only 'thing that talks is
voting power.

Hon. 3. Cornell: And money.
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Hon. A. J. H. SAW: Money certainly does
not talk in this House, nor do I think it talks
in the other House either. What does talk
is voting power, and so long as the metropolis
remains in its present unfair position, which
is not to be remedied by the Bill, so long
will the metropolis not receive consideration.

Hon. A. BURVU2 L (South-East) [4.27]:
Within a 20 mile radius of Parliament House
is to be found 46 per cent, of the population
of the State. But that section of the popula-
tion produces only between 4 per cent, and
.5 per cent, of the State 's wealth.

Hon. H. Stewart: They cannot even sub-
scribe to woollen mills.

Hon. A. BURVILL: Whereas the remain-
ing population produce 96 per cent, of the
total.

Hon. J. fluffell: How much do you produce
at Albanyl

Mr. PRESIDENT: I ask the lion. member
not to interrupt.

Hon. A. BIJRVILL: Some members say
the metropolitan area has not sufficient po-
litical representation. If we are to judge by
the way Perth is going ahead, I should say
the political representation of the metropolis
ought to be considerably redued.

Hom. A. J. H. Saw: We depend on our
own efforts, not on Government assistance.

HEon. A. DURIL: 'Who built the Como
tramis?

Hon. H. Stewart: They were constructed
by the member for Albany!

Hon. A. BtJRVfLjL: All sorts of services
are easily obtained in the metropolitan area.
It costs as much to be connected by telephone
with a web of 40 subscribers in a country
district as it does to be connected with one of
4,000 subscribers in the city. This, I know,
is a Federal matter.

Hon- J. Duffell: You want to pass the Bill
and you will get the extra accommodation.

Hom. A. BURVHL: The same thing ap-
plies to postage facilities; the city has all the
advantages. In many of the outback parts
the people get a mail about once a month,
and here in the metropolitan area the peo-
pie have a Mail ever so many times a day.
There is also the special rate of fares charged
on suburban railways.

Hon. J. Duffell; it is double the rate
charged on any other line for a similar mile-
age.

Hon. H. Stewart: Nonsense!
Ron. J. fluffell: It is.
Eon. J. Cornell: But many outback parts

get a train only once a week.
HFon. A. BUIRV7LL: The metropolitan

area has the powerhouse. Here, again, the
representation is a help. Mfachlinery to the
value of £115,000 was installed there re-
cently and then, through sonic sort of repre-
sentation, £32,000 of duty paid was rebated.

Hon. J. Duffell: Do you object to that?
Hon. A. BURVILL: When it comes to

the country did the people producing the
wealth get any rebate on their machinery1

Hon. T. Duffell: They robbed the people
over the wheat.

Honl. A. BTJRVILL: The country is not
prospering to the extent that the metropoli-
tan area is. if the metropolitan area has
not sufficient representation now, how dq
members account for its progressl

Hon. B. 0. Ardagh: Drawing people front
the country.

Hon. A. BIJEVILLe Yes. Statistics show
that we are importing produce and manufac-
tures from the Eastern States to the value of
seven millions a year. It appears that nmnny
of the citizens of Perth are dependent upon
distributing the seven millions pounds worth
of imports. The people who are doing this
work ought to live in the electorates or pro-
vinces where these commodities are distri-
buted. Being in Perth they are of no assist-
ance to the country. What about the jam
factory? Melbourne jam, some little time
ago, wast selling here for 2d. a tin less than
in Melbourne. There must be something
wrong when the citizens of Perth cannot help
there own secondary industries. We want to
establish woollen mills. The project seems
to bare received good support everywhere ex-
cept in the big centrest of p~opulation-Perth.
The people of Perth are far more interested
in seeing that commodities on which they can
make a profit are brought from the Eastern
States than, in establishing secondary indus-
tries within the State.

Hall. A. Lovekin: The trouble is that you
do not produce those products.

Hon. A. BURVILL: Why 'lot subscribe
your money to secondalry industries instead of-
having the stuff brought from the East. On
this account the representation of the metro-
politan area should be reduced. Only 4 per
cent, of the total wealth is produced within 20
miles of Perth and the balance of 96 per cent.

is prduced outside that area. Dr. Saw spoke
of ~one Englishman being equal to three
Frenchmen. One resident in the metropolis
is not nearly equal to three in the country
arenas, especially the outback areas. In Join-
mittee I shall support the amendment indi-
cated by Mr. K{irwan.

Hent. J1. NICHOLSON (Metropolitan)
[4.35]: As a member of the much maligned
metropolitan area I enter my protest against
the methods sought to be adopted tinder this
Bill, and suggest to members who have been
criticising the metropolitan area that it is
not wise to raise these feelings, particularly
at the present time. Members on reflection
must agree that we should endeavour to bring
about not a straining of the relations be-
tween the city and the country but a har-
mony and equality such as will be attained
by just representation.

Hon. E. IT. Harris: That is all we want-
justice.

Ron. J. NICHOLSON: The first thing
electors look for is tc see that they have re-
presentation commensurate with their num.-
bers. If a huge body of people are con-
gregated in one part of the State, and only
a small number scattered in the outside coun-
try, the big body are entitled to greater re-
presentation than the people occupying the
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sparsely populated are-as. I do not contend
that the sparsely populated areas in the
North should be wvithout representation. They
are entitled to greater consideration in pro-
portion to population thni would he given
to another part of the country. The pro-
posal in the Bill is unfair. Of the 178,000
electors in the State, 84,000 are in the Metro-
politan area, and this number divided among
14 seats, gives one member for 6,000 electors.
The quota for the agricultural area, however,
is reduced to one-half oif that. This means
that a manl in an agricultural elistriet has
an advantage of two to one. If Mr. Kirwan
is not satisfied with, such anl advantage as
that, I do not know what would satisfy him.
(f lie is going to clamiour for more, then
everything will he dominated by the Country
Party, and I am afraid this would lead to at
serious state of affairs, because the 84,000
people in the metropolitan area would not
submit to the injustice for long. [ wish to
gee justice done to the country. I always
regarded Air. Kirwan as a fair'Minde Man,
but his proposal is certainly unfair, and I
am beginning to lose confidence ii, him as a
representative of the country.- Wben, he
thinks the matter over, T have no doubt he
will realise that his reasoning was wrong,
and that "'hlat is proposed as the quota for
the country is more than :-cnsonabte. Mir.
Rurvill referred to the percentage of produc-
tion. -I do not swe that that has anything to
do with the question. Who bears the burden
of taxation? I have a recollection of you,
Mr. President, quoting those fine old words
that there should be no taxation without re-
presentation. This assumes that the repre-
eentation is fair and just. Therefore a man
in the metropolitan area would be entitled
to claim that hie should not be taxed to more
than one-half the extent of the man in the
country, because of the latter enjoying
double the representation. 1 do0 not know
whether MO. Kirwan wishes to follow up that
line of reasoning by suggesting that the mail
in the -ountry should have his taxation
doubled. If so there wcould be nmore justice
in his amendment. The amendment, how-
ever, is entitled to no support whatever, and
T shall resist it with all my might. The
number of seats for the metropolitan area
should be increased from 14 to 15 by inelud-
lag the Swan electorate. Swan is claimed as
a country electorate, but it is becoming more
markedly a suburban electorate every year.
The nearest boundary of the Swan electorate
to the city is distant only about seven miles.

Hon. H. Stewart: Tell us how' far the
farthest boundary is distant.

Ron. J. NICHOLSON: I do not care hQw
far distant it is. f hope to see the Swvan
electorate in course of time served by the
tramway system and electrified railways, and
brought into closer touch than ever with the
metropolitan area.

Hon. H. Stewart: Perth to Wooroloo, by
traI

Hon. 3. NICHOLSON: If the hon. mem-
ber visited the great centres of the old world

Ike would find tranks serving districts 40 or
.50 miles distant. Wooroloo is no great dis-
tance at all for a tram service.

Han. J. W. Kirwvan: Evidently the hll.
member favours centralisation.

The Minister for Education: What ad-
vantage would it be to include Swan. in the
metropolitan area?

lion. J. NICHOLSON: Tt would give the
Metropolitan area another seat.

The 'Minister for Education: But you
have the Swan seat 'low.

Hion. .1. NICHOL4SON: It could be added
a,. part of the metropolitan area. It is a
growing district, and a great number of met-
ropolitan workers are at present living within
the Swan d1istrict.

'['li Minister for Education: Do not you
realise that that might be to your disadvan-
tage?

lIon. .1. NICHOLSON: It might be, but
as a quota it would require 6,000 instead of
3,000. 1 quite recognise that. I hope Mr.
Kirwan wvill recognise that in his amendment
instead of seeking to do justice, he is ime-
posing that which in his wisest mood lbe
would not seek to impose-"a injustice on the
great bulk of the population.

Hon. H. SEDDON (North-East) (4.46]:
In introducing the Bill the Minister said
that a redistribution of seats was long
overdue. All members will agree with that,
bilt I think when the Minister said that
the wvar had accentuated the position
be ascribed the alteration to the wrong
e.'use. The centralisation policy which is
causing us difficulties started long before
the war. Certainly, the war accentuated it.
The Bill will rather tend to promote
centraliskation. The concentration of so
much of the population in the metropolitan
area ;s an evil. As Mr. Burvill pointed out,
our wealth is produced in the outer districts,
and Perth has grown to its present size
because of the flow of wealth through the
metropolitan area. The concentration has
had and is having a had effect on the State,
and wvhen eeookki causes work out, the evil
will be all the greater. [a the best interests
of Western Australia we should endeavour
so to arrange conditions that it will be to
the advantage of the worker to go into the
-oiintry districts and assist in the produe-
tion of natural wealth. 'Mr. Nicholson spoke
from the standpoint of equality of repre-
sentation. That principle has been advo-
cated and accepted as fundamental. When
tile first redistribution of seats occurred in
the ld Country, in 1832, upon the passing
of the first Reform Bill, one of the strongest
arguments used was that owing to the con.
centration of the population in the towns,
there was no real representation given to
the people of England. But we have to
remember that England was a manufactur.
ig country, and that the concentriation of

her people in the towns was due to the fact
of the bulk of her wealth being derived
from manufactures. Here, on the other
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hand, our wealth comes chiefly from primary
production; our manufactures are almost
negligible. The fundamental principle is to
arrange representation so that those who
produce the wealth will have the predomin-
ant voice in the conduct of the country'Ps
affairs. Otherwise there will be an un-
balanced condition of affairs, and the coun-
try will suffer. Our existing unstable
condition must sooner or later come to an,
end. We cannot afford to keep the people
concentrated in the metropolis, with so small
a proportion in the country districts, We
must either disperse the metropolitan popu-
lation into the country, or else so increase
the number of people in the country dis-
tricts as to balance the present overplus in
the towns. For that reason I hope Mr.
Kirwan's amendment will be supported. It
will give to the people engaged 'in primary
production the predominant voice in fram-
ing the policy of Western Australia. The
sound foundation of government is the in-
crease and development of natural re-
sources. Dr. Saw said that the metropolitan
area had no representation in the Cabinet.
There we have another illustration of the
principle which I am now advocating. The
metropolitan area is not identified writh any
primary industry, and therefore is not vitally
connected with the welfare of primary indus-
tries. The constitution of the Cabinet has
to be on the basis of the best interests of
the country. The disabilities under which
the mining industry is now suffering are
due entirely to the fact that its needs are
not properly recognised. It is suffering be-
cause of the tremendous impost through
railway freight; and because the whole
management of the mining industry is con-
centrated here in Perth, instead of, as it
should be, on the goldfields.

Hon. 11. Stewart: The trouble as to rail-
way freights applies to every primary in-
dustry.

Hon. H. SEDDhON. The railway rate
granted to fertilisers is an illustration of
the basis on which I desire to see mining
requisites placed. Cyanide, for instance,
should be treated as favourably as super-
phosphate. If the principle of subdivision
of States, which is gaining such favour in
the country districts, were put into practical
operation, how would the metropolitan area
fare? If this Slate were subdivided, the
metropolitan area would, beyond doubt,
suffer very severely. Therefore the metro-
politan area should give the country dis-
tricts better terms in the way of representa-
tion. After all, our interests and those of
the metropolitan area are so far identical that
as primary industries progress, Perth will
benefit.

Hon. 0T. POTTER (West) [45] 1 have
never failed to take advantage of an oppor-
tunity to pay a tribute publicly to the man
on the land and to primary producers gener-
ally. This debate has run from revenue
tariff, Protection, and free trade, almost to
the point of recrimination between metro-

politan andi country members. Practically
all things have been discussed except the
purpose of the Bill. It would be a great
pity if ulterior motives should be imputed
by one section of the House to another,
even if not with full seriousness. An advo-
cate of the primary producers says that
metropolitan members are not really con-
cerned in the welfare of the country dis-
tricts. On the other hand, another advocate
of the primary producers says that but for
primary production the metropolitan area
could not exist at nl., I quite agree that
the welfare of the city depends on the well-
being of the primary industries. But
secondary industries are as necessary to the
primary industries, as arc the latter to the
former. We should arrive at a proper line
of demarcation, and then reason together
as to what is best in the interests of all
parties. The conception of the Bill goes a
long way in that direction. I agree with
those members who deplore the existing
centralisation, but some of them merely wish
to transfer that centralisation from the
metropolitan area to another portion of the
State. There is centralisiation in the Old
Country, but England, as pointed out by
Mr. Seddon, is dependent upon her
manufacturing industries. In fact, England,
Scotland and Wales are practically one
great township with tramways uniting the
various parts. Thus there is no analogy
hetween the position at Home and the posi-
tion here. Certainly it is disappointing that
more secondary industries have not been
established ia Western Australia. Members
advocating the interests of the primary
producers surely do not glory in the fact
that see ondary industries here are so back-
ward. If the sons, and occasionally the
daughters, of the people on the land do not
desire to go in for farming in their turn,
how are they to find employment in the
&aence of secondary industries ? If the
proviso regarding quotas were not in the
Bill, I would have expected a storm of ex-
citement over the measure. The metropolitan
area will he penalised--thoughi I do not use
that word in its full meaning-to the extent
of 50 per cent., while in other dis-
trictsr there will he a benefit of 50
per cent. So we have a real attempt to
get at something like a, proper balancing
of the scales of justice. I do not see that
too much consideration has been given to
the metropolitan area. 'Mr. Nicholson
pointed out tbat it was a fair argument that
taxation should be reflected in representa-
tion. But here we have a divergence from
that principle by the scale of representa-
tion operating against the metropolitan area.
For that reason, if 'Mr. Kirwan mnoves his
amendment I shall have to vote against him.

Hon, J. DIJFFELL (Metropltan-Subur-
ban) f5.0]! It will be generally admitted
that when Bills of this mature come Up as
frequently as once in every 10 years--

Hon. A- Burvill: Do you call that fre-
quentlyl
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Hon. T1. DLTFFELL:- -a certain amount
of antagonistic feeling is likely to be caused
amongst members affected. Great credit is
duo to you, Mr. President, for allowing op-
portunities to members to deal with a Bill
that is somewhat out of the ordinary. You
have given them latitude during the discus-
Sion.

Hon. F. A. Baglin: YOU have been the
worst offinderl

Hon. J. DUFFELL: During my remarks,
I will be prepared to grant every facility to
hon. members who desire to interject.

Tine PRESIDENT: I am sorry that I
cannot assist you to break the rules of the
House.

Hon. J1. DUFFELL: You have done so
well up to the present, 'Mr. President, that I
hope you will not interfere with the good
record you have established to-day. I ap-
preciate your action highly and I hope that
if I have an opportunity on a future occa-
sion to show how much I appreciate your
efforts, I will do so in the right direction.

Hon. J1. Cornell: fs that an appeal for
further clemency?

Hon. .7. DUFFELL: Exactly. The Gov-
erment are to be congratulated on the Bill.
It has been arrived at, in the form we re-
ceived it, after mature consideration by every
section of political thought represented in
another place at the present time. Every
attempt has been made by those various sec-
tions to amend the Bill to meet with their
personal approbation. If the angel Gabriel,
however, brought down a Redistribution of
Seats Bill he could not give satisfaction to
every member of Parliament. While I ad-
mit the measure is an excellent effort on the
part of the Government to provide just re-
presentation in Parliament for all sections
of the community, the Bill does not meet
with my intire approval. I support the
second reading of the Bill and if possible I
Wvill amend it to bring it nearer to perfec-
tion.

Hon. A. Burvill:- You will be the angel
Gabriel!

Hon. J. DUFFELL: The bon. member is
the angel Gabriel and one of these days he
will learn to raise his voice so that *e will
be able to hear what he says and probably
benefit by his wise remarks. During the
session, which has been long and tedious, I
have endenvoured to approve of the Govern-
ment's measures not only when they benefit
the metropolitan -subuirban area, but in the
interests of the whole State.

Hon. F. E. S. Willmott: You are a bit
hot on class legislation.

Hon. .1. DI'FFELL: I am not. The charge
cannot be levied against mec that I nam in
favour of clnss legislation. Whenever such
legislation has conmc before us, although it
may have been in favour of the metropolitan
area, I have fought against it.

Hon. F. A. Baglin: This is elass legisla-
tion-country class!

Hoa. JL DUFFELL: No. I believe an en-
deavour has been made in the Bill to do

justice to all sections of the community. Mr.
Kirwan thinks otherwise. That is only
natural. If the Government in their wisdom
had reported to the Commission that there
should be 12 seats for the metropolitan area,
the bon. member would have regarded that as
unjust and held out for 14 seats. As the
Government have proposed 14 seats, he says
it is Unjulst. We muLst take Mr. Kirwan's
remarks coin grano salis. We must also view
his remarks in that light when we remember
his utterances yesterday regardig the repre-
sentation of Western Australia in the Fed-
eral Parliament. It Wish to be charitable, but
I contend that Mr. Kirwan's remarks this
afternoon were net in accordance with the
dictates of his conscience. He made refer-
ence, however, to the Swan electorate and I
was pleased with his statements on that point.
There is not the slightest shadow of a doubt
bet that the Swan electorate should be in-
eluded in the metropolitan area. I am safe
in saying that the majority of the residents
in that constituency are either earning their
livelihood in Perth or else livng in the en-
vironment. of metropolitan conditions. To
such an extent is this so that it merely re-
quires the inclusion of the Swan electorate
in the metropolitan area to make the mea-
sure nearer perfection. The goldfields have
suffered a serious decline for some years now
as a result of the decreased output of gold.
We all regret that exceedingly.

Hon. R. G. Ardagh: That decrease is de
to the high cost of production.

Hon. J. DUFFELL: I hope that the next
redistribution of seats Bill will have for its
object the increased representation of the
goldfields people as the result of new finds
and the influx of residents. The Government
are to be congratulated on their attitude re-
garding the North-West. fI hope before I
leave this world to see the great North-West
come into its own, when it will justify thne
return not only of four members but of-

Hon. R. G. Ardagh: Fourteen members.
Hon. T1. DUflFELL: Exactly. As

to the agricultural districts, it can
fairly be said that they have re-
ceived every consideration from the
present Government. When we consider the
representation of the agricultural industry in
the present Cabinet and remember that the
metropolitan area has not bone Minister, it
speaks volumes for

Hon. 3. Cornell: The intelligence of the
country electors.

Hon. J1. DUFFELLa: -the patience of the
people in the metropolitan area. They have
taken it for granted that, in the circura-
stances, the best that is possible is being
done. The metropolitan area has knuckled
down to this state of affairs and has re-
frained fromn raising any dust in an effort
to get representation in the present Cabinet.

Eon. E. H1. Harris:. We will recommend
yon for a portfolio.

Hon. J. flUFFELL: There is an end to
all things!

Hon. C. F. Baxter: Is that a threat?
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Hon. J. J)UFkELL: The bon. member can
take it as he likes. We have borne the heat
and burden of the day long enough and I hope
as the result of the consideration given to
this Bill, the metropolitan area wvill get a
little bit of its own back. I hope the Com-
mission will take into consideration the facts
which have been mentioned this afternoon
and that we will secure the representation we
are entitled to. I trust the Bill will receive
the faiourable consideration of lion, members
and 1 support the second reading.

Hon. 3. CORNELL (South) [5.17]: After
the verbal barrage pat up by Mr. Duffell
I hardly know where to begin.

Hon. 3. Dluffel]: I never beard of that.
Hon. 3. CORNELL: I7 must compli-

ment him on the length of his speech, but
owing possibly to my lack of comprehension,
I cannot compliment him upon the subject
matter of it. I do not think it has taken usmuch f urther. As he said, Bills of this
nature are a very infrequent infliction upon
long suffering members of parliament.
When, however, they are inflicted in this way,
a sort of terror, a trembling at the knees,
invariably attacks some of them. I think
this is my maiden attempt at dealing with
a Bill of this description, but it is within my
recollection that a previous Government,
which set out to bring down a definite scheme
on hard and fast lines, received the treatment
it was justly entitled to inasmuch as very
few members of that Government remained
to tell the story. I have reason to believe
that this will possibly be the result of this
Bill. When any Government sets out to lay
down hard and fast rules by Parliamentary
sanction for definitely allotting the electors
of the State into different districts, history
tells us that it savours very much of digging
its own grave. Much has been said about
the democracy of the Bill and what the comn-
nmissioners will do under it. This Bill, how-
ever, hamstrings the commissioners. They
are bound to recognise, adhere to and stick
closely to whatever document is placed in
their hands. The 1913 Bill of the Scaddan
Government has been cited as a comparison
with this Bill, but there is a fundamental
difference betwveen the two. It was the dif-
ference that existed then and still exists
that was the reason for the defeat of the
Scaddan BilI in 10TM That Bill did not
attempt to make any division of the State.
It exempted the North-West, and in actual
practice the whole of the electors of the
other 47 districts were blocked together.

The Minister for Education: It gave tbe
North-West only three seats.

Hon. J. CORNELL: As it came to us it
provided for four seats. It took the number
of electors on the roll and divided them by
47. flat was the quota for all the 47 dis-
tricts. In making a redistribution the com-
missioners had power to exceed that quota
hy 25 per cent. and to go under that Quota
by a similagr amount. The reasons for allow-

iag that margin were much the same as ant
conasned in this Bill, namely community oi
interest, means of communication, distance
from the capital, and physical features Thh
Bill divides the State into four arena, and
there is a quota fixed for each of these. The
commissioners make the distribution withi
these four areas and have to allow a certax
percentage above and below.

Hon. E. H. Harris:. We could arrange thal
without the commissioners.

Rlon. J1. CORNELL: That is the funda
mental difference between the two ]Bills. Thn
trend of the debate has hinged around re
presentation. The previous Bill and thhi
one and all legislation connected with thi
representation of the State in Parlianien
fail to recognise the principle of one vote
one value. When one departs from tha
principle one can do so only on giving gooi
and valid reasons for it. There is much ti
be said for what Mr. Kirwan has stated, tha
if one goes further from the seat of capital
different conditions and different industrie
in the remoter parts of the State must b
taken into consideration.

Hron. J. Nicholson; And yea get all th
advantages.

Hon. J. CORNELL, I exempt the Nortt
West. It has the representation to which
is entitled because of its remoteness and iE
accessibility from the seat of goveranmeal
and because of the vast territory it covern
over which its four members are expected t
function as well as the three province menr
bers in this Chamuber. It comprehends a thir
of the State and produces about 50 per ceni
of the wealth of the Stats. We will, there
fore, leave the North-West out of the picturi
In Perth within a. radius of 15 or 20 mile
of Parliament House and in a joint floes
of 80 wembees, there is a present representi
tion of 2n. The Bill proposes to give lii
metropolitan area two more members, Ne
cause since 1916 its population has increase
by 13,788.

The Minister for Education: That is fl(
the' increase since 1911.

Hon. 3. CORNELL: In 1916 the popeli
tion of the metropolitan area was 70,08,
whereas to-day it is 84,872, a differencec
13P788.

The Minister for Education: There is a
increase of 30,000 since the last rcdistribi
tion of seats.

Hon. J, CORNELL! I am speaking
1916.

The Minister for Education: But the'
was no redistribution of seats then.

Hon. J. CORNELL: These figures hai
a bearing on the matter. The mining are
during 1916 had a population of 14,362 am
nine members. It is proposed to cut off fon
of these members because it hae lost 4,9S
electors since 1916.

The Minister for Education: Because
has lost 11,000 electors.
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Hon. 3. CORLNELL: I am quoting the
figures. given by the Premier. The eom-
parison is the same right through.

The Minister for Education:* The 1911
figures are the point. Your figures hare no
bearing on this aspect of the case.

Ron. J. CORNELL: I think so.
The Minister for Education: They have

none whatever.
Hon. H. Stewart: -Individual members can

appraise their value.
Hont. .. CORNELL:- For a loss of 4,999

electors the outer goldfields are to lose four
members.

The Minister for Education: They lost
11,000 since the last Redistribution of Seats
Bill.

Hon. 3. CORNELL: The figures I am
quoting are those given by the Premier.

The Minister for Education: Not in this
connection.

Hon. 3. CORNELL: Yes, when introducing
the Bill. If they are of no value, why did
he quote them? The voting population of
the agricultural districts in 1916 was 62,348
and quite recently it was 65,858, an incerease
of 3,10 For ain increase of 3,510 voters
the agricultural districts are to get one mem-
her, but for a loss of 4,999 voters the gold-
fields are to lose four members.

The 'Minister for Education: That is not
the case at all.

Hon. J1. CORNELL: The central goldilelds
area in 1916 had a total of 14,965 electors,
while the latest figures show that that total
has been reduced to 13,651. The loss there
has been 1,3191. The 'North-West, according
to the figures quoted, accounted for 14,012 in
1916 and more recently they had 14,257, or
an increase of 245. It is worked out then
that there should be 14 seats for the metro.
ptblitaa area, five for mining, four for cent-
tral mining, four for the North-West, and 22
for the other parts of the State, making a
total of 49 seats. To-day the Leader of the
House told us that if the Bill was carried
the goldfields might get the floating kidney
represented by the fiftieth seat. At the end
of 1916 there were enrolled 1694,602 electors
eni the Commonwealth rbll, and on the State
,roll there were 8,979 more than that total
Where was that difference? We must re-
member that the machinery in connection
with Federal enrolment is ahead of that of
the State. If there is a moribund institution
i: 'Western Australia it is certainly the State
Electoral Department. I do not say this dis-
respectfully, because T have the highest ad-
miration for the members of the staff of that.
ddpartmniet, but T do declare that it has been
starved, and that it has never been given a
chance. We know that there is compulsory
enrolment is Western Australia, but it seems
that it is left entirely to the elector as to
whether he enrols or not, and we know how
apathetic he is- The Commonwealth go to
the extent of prosecuting people if they do
not enrol, and they call to their aid postal
and telegraph officials to assist in the perfect

compilation of their roll. Has anyone ever
been prosecuted by the State for not en roll[-
ing?

The Minister for Education: Mlany people
have.

Hon. 3. CORNELL: Why not prosec-ute
them all? Compared with the 1916 figures
to-days State enrolment shows that there has
been a loss on the goldfields of 6,306 electorm,
and now the Government propose that that
part of the State shall lose at least four seats.
I'f there is one part of Western Australia
that resc-!ed the remainder of the State from

li-ion at one period it was the goldfields.
Bitt for the goldfields Perth would to-day be
a hamlet. It is aenerally recognised that
gold mining gave this State the push it re-
quired at the right time. if we trace the
history of representation in Parliament we
will find that the goldfields have always comne
out at a disadvantage. If they were given
representation based on the fewv years when
they were not entitled to it, they would he
compensated for that which they had lost in
preceding periods. Noat the greatest pessimist
amongst us is game enough to say that the
golddields will not come again and assume the
imiportance which was theirs a quarter of a
century ago.

The Minister for Education: The Bill pro-
Vides for adjustments at any time.

Hon. 3. CORNELL: We know what ad-
juatments are in connection with Electoral
Bills. The party in power maintain the
position which suiits their purpose. Mr. Kir-
wan made an excellent speech in the direction
of pointing out that in view of the import-
ance of primary industries, and in viefl of
likely development in the goldfields arena, it
would be ill advised to tie the hands of the
commnissioners. At the present time there
are 13 goldfields seats and four North-West
seats. What representation have those seats
in Cabinet? Correctly speaking I should have
said, there were 17 goldfields iind North-West
Assembly seats and nine Council seats, equal-
ling 26. None of these had representation in
the Cabinet. Dr. Saw made reference to what
the people in the metropolitan area had to
put uip with in regard to water supplies.
IK season and out of season I have declared
that T was of the opinion that the question of
the control of the metropolitan water supply,
sewerage, and drainage should not be a func-
tion of Government; that it shlouldI be the
function of the local governing authorities,

l1on. 3. ,Nicholson: And the tramways, too.
Ron. T1. CORNELL: Yes. These utilities

should be better controlled by the local re-
presentatives of the people.

Hon. A. J1. HI. Saw: Did the goldflelds any
that with reference to the Goolgardie water
scee9

Hon. J. CORNELL: That was forced on
as as the other services hare been forced on
you. Only a few days ago I heard it said in
this House that onle of the reasons for the
reduneed. deficit was the suspension of the
payment in connection with the golddields
water scheme sinking fund. I intend to
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"lov e an Amendment in Committee, but I must
first oppose the second reading; not because
T do Dot recognise that a redistribution of
cents is necessary, but because the Bill does
not give as much consideration to the gold-
fields as it ought to do. Why should there
be a higher quota for Kalgoorlie than for
Runbury9

The Minister for Education- But tbcre is
iot.

Hon. J1. COREtLL. At all events, Kal-
goorlie's quota ought to be muchi less than
that of' either lDnnbary or 'Northam.

rThe I)eputy President took the Chair41

Hon. F. A. BAGLIN (West) [5.48]: The
title of the Bill reads ''Au Act for the better
representation of the people of Western Aus-
tralia in Parliament.'' If it had read "for
the better representation of the Country
Party in Parliament'' it would have been
miore to the point. Dr. Sawr said that Mr. Xir-
wan, lead thrown out a smnoke screen. 1 agree
with that, and I hope goldfields members will
riot let that smoke screen blind them to their
own interests. In the Assembly to-day, out
of 50 members, Ministers have only nine di-
rect nationalist supporters, yet are able to
hold their positions by the support of the
Country Party. At the dictation of the
Country Party recently certain Nationalist
Ministers were reduced in status, while the
Leader of the Country Party was promoted
to the position of senior Minister, To-day the
Country Party are frankly running the Gov-
ernment. it is admitted that the Bill 'was dis-
cussed in caucus, where a majority of Coun-
try Patyi members were present. Coase-
queutly the Bill has been framed exclusively
on lines approved by the Country Party. The
Bill of 1913 set out clearly to the commis
sioners how they were to subdivide the State,
other than the North-West, into 46 electo-
rates, the commissioners having ipower to
vary tine quota by 25 per cent. Under this
Bill the commissioners are handcuffed, and
have to distribute the seats at the dictation,
nominally' of the Government, but actually ot
the Country Party. It would appear that
there is no need for the appointment of corn-

*missioncr.% to carry out the Bill, because the
departmental officers could do the wiork just as
well, since it is set out definitely how the dis-
trihution is to be made. People say a redis-
tribution of seats Bill is long overdue. But
this is not a redistributionk of seatq Bill. The
Bill sets out that its purpose i~i to provide
hetter representation of the people in Parlia-
meat, when, as a matter of fact, its sole ef-
feet will be to make the representation a
damned sight viorse!

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: The ho'i.
'ucinher must not use that word.

Hon. F. A. BACLIN: The occasion calls
for a much stronger word. The Government
should have allowed independent commis-
sioners to deal with the question, for then we
should not have party feeling brought into
it. Commissioners could have been selected
to go theroaghly into the question and, us

under the 1913 Bill, divide the State into 4f
~leletorate%1 leaving Xhe North-West as ii
stands, with a variation of 25 per cent. abovi
and below the quota. Instead of that this EQi
asks for the appointment of commissioner,
who are to be handcuffed before starting theii
work, and instructed to give the metropoli
tan area 14 seats, the agricultural group 2t
seats, thne outer goldfields four seats, thn
central goldfields six seats, and the North-
West four seats. I net satisfied ta, aY
linings considered, the representation proposec
for the North-West is fair and equitable, foi
the pioneers up there constitute a valuable
asset of the State. But it has to be reman'
bered that for the four seats in tine North
West there are on an average only 1,00C
electors to eneh. In other words, A mem-
her for the North-West will be representing
1,000 persons, while the member f or a metro
politan seat will be representing 6,000. How
ever, 1 have no quarrel with that.

[Thne President resumed the Chair.]

lRon. H. Stewart: Where is your quarrel?
Hon. F. A. BAOIT: First of all, that

commissioners should be appointed at all
Alternatively, if appointed they should be
given a free hand. I repeat that the Bill
has been framed at the dictation of the Con
try Party, anid that it ivill hand over to thai
party the government of the State.

Hon. H. Stewart: Very wise, too.
Hlon. 11. A. BAGLIN: That remains to bi

proved. As yet I have not seen in any Coun.
try Party member evidence of wonderful ad.
ininistrative ability.

Ron. H. Stewvart: There are none so blind
as tlnose who won't aee.

Hon. P. A. BAGLIN: They hnave yet tc
prove their worth. Unfortunately for the
State, the country Party in another place die
tates to the Government. The Bill provideE
only 14 seats for the metropolitan area, con.
tainiing nearly half the electors of the State
This leaves 86 members to represent
a similar number of electors outside the
metropolitan area. If w-e stand for
demiocracy we should see something
deplorably inequitable in that. Mr.
Kirwan said an electorate like Sway
or Northam should not have the same repre.
sentation as Kalgoorlie. I entirely acrres wift
him. The Canning and Guildford eleetoralci
adjoin the Swan electorate and portion of the
Swan electorate is only seven miles from the
G.P.O. The extreme boundary would be ac
more than 20 miles distant.

The Minister for Education: Why, it goet
right out to Spencer's Brook.

Ron. F. A. BAGLIN: That small portior
of the electorate is not worth considering
The thickly populated portion is within UC
or 12 miles of the G.P.O. The people whn
live at Guildford will be included in the
metropolitan area and will have one repre.
sentative for every 6,000 voters, while the
people who live at Kalaraunda will require
only 3,000 voters for one representative. Ii
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we stand for democrac~y or for anything like
one vote one value, we must admit that the
disparity is too great. The Bill should be
thrown out and the Government should bring
(town a more equitable measure. It bus been
said that if we decrease the representation of
the metropolitan area, we shall break down
centralisation. Has the population of the
metropolitan area increased during the last
10 years? It ha6. Wh'y? Because we have
firius like Elder Smith's and Dalgety 'a build-
ing big wool stores at Fremantle and employ-
ing a tot of men who handle the wool. Is
the metropolitan area to be penalised because
of that? North Fremantle is practically a
manufacturing centre. Because Kitchen &
Sons and Burford & Sons have erected soap
factories and employ a large number of men,
and because Mills & Ware have pot up a
'biscuit factory, are we to be penalized?

Hon. H. Stewart: Do you think they would
regard it as penalisationi

Hon. P. A. BAGLIN: At North Fre-
mantle there is a big flour mill.

Ron. H. Stewart: That represents the farm-
ers' money.

Hon. F. A. BAGLIN: It does not. Is it
not better to have a flour mill here gristing
the wheat than to export the product as
wheat?

Hon. J. Duffel]: The farmters invested their
mtoney in it in the hope of getting compound
interest.

Hon. F. A. BAGrLIN: Because the Mt.
L ycli company have established an industry
and employ a large number of men and be-
cause pottery and paint workts have been es-
tablished, are wre to be penalised? Members
should realise the necessity for encouraging
secondary industries. If this has meant an
aggregation of population in the metropolitan
area, surely it counts in the scheme of things.
If we caii encourage Plaistow's-

Hlon. J. Duffel]: Why name Plaistowe'sT
Hlon. F. A. BAGLiN: I name them just

as I have named the others.
Hon. .1. linffell: They are only small fry.

Hon. P. A. BAGLIN: Should we suffer be-
cause of an aggregation of population in the
metropolitan area, consequent on the esteb-
lishment of secondairy industries there? We
should not, and yet that will be the effect
of this measure? A ear has been sent all over
the railway system and enthusiasts have been
urging people to patronise local industries.

Hon. Hf. Stewart: The country people pat-
ronise local industries more than do the city
pleople.

Hlon. F. A. BAGLIN: Perhaps so, but the
Government are evidently out to stop the
building up of secondary industries by giving
less representation. I am not anxious that
the population of the State should drift to
the city unless there is work for all, but surely
it is good to encourage secondary industries
and provide work for the people in the metro-
politan area. Why push them out into the
country if there is work here for them to do?

[110]

Hon. C. F. Baxter:, How Could you have
work for them in the city but for the people
in the country?

Hon. F. A. BAGLIN: If there are not suffi-
cient people to develop our idle lands, we
must settle the country, but because certain
enterprising individuals are building up onr
secondary industries, which of necessity must
be located near the chief centre, the metro-
politan area should not be penalised. Mem-
hers *. representing other than metropolitan
constituencies should see that a meed of jus-
tic is given us.

Hon. J. W. Kirwan: No one suggests you
should lose any members.

Hon. F. A. BAGLIN: When Mr. Kirwan
was speaking he said that if the goldfields
had to lose any seats, he hoped they would
go to the agricultural area. We have the
injustice of 14 members for 84,000 people,
while 65,000 people in the country area are
to have 22 members.

Hon. H.L Stewart: Tell us the relative areas
of the metropolitan electorates.

flea. J. Duffel]: You yourself could not
give them.

Hon. F. A. BAGLIN: Is there any jastice
in a compact electorate like Northern, situated
only 59 miles from Perth, having a represen-
tative for 3,000 voters, while G-uildford em-
bracing a large area where primary produc-
tion is carried on should be required to have
6,000 electors. Had the Bill been designed
to give the goldfields better representation
than is proposed, that would have been some-
thing in its favour. Under the measure, how-
ever, the country Party will have 22 seats out
of 50.

Hon. F. R. S. Willmott: Glory bel
Hon. F. A. BAGLIN: I almost wish the

Government were in the hands of the Coun-
try Party because, on the administrative
ability they have displayed to date, there
would be created such a revulsion of feeling
that it woudi mean the end of the Country
Party for all time.

Hon. J. W. Kirwan: Thea vote for my
amendment.

lion. P. A. BAGLlQ: We have a party
practically controlling the destinies of 'the
State without bearing any governmental or ad-
ministrative responsibility.

1Boo. C. F. Baxter: That is right; the
Labour Party have been doing that for some
time.

Hon. F. A. BACT IN: The South Freman-
tie electorate includes Spearwood, Jandakot,
the reel estate and Roekingham and primary
production is carried on very much as in the
Swan district. Why not claim South Pre-
mantle as an agricultural seat? It would he
just as fair as making Swan an agricultural
seat. It has been said that in the event of a
revival in the mining industry, the allotment
of seats on the 3,000 basis would mean that
the goldields would be unduly represented.
Tha Minister said the commission would
make the adjustments from time to time.
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Where is the power provided for the comn-
mission to do that?

(Debate continued at a later stage.)

Sitting supended from 6.15 to 9.0 pan.

BILJL-JARNADUP-DENMARK
RAILWAY.

Conference M-%anagers' Report.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION (Hon.
3H. P. Colebatch-East) [9.9): 1 have to re-
port that the managers appioinited by the
Legislative Council have met the managers of
the Legislative Assembly to consider the As-
sembly's amendment on the .Tarnadup-Den-
mark Railway Bill, to which the Council
would not agree, and that the managers have
failed to come to an agreement. I mov-

That the Conference Managers' report
be adopted.
Question put and passed.

BILL-ELECTORAL DISTRICTS.
Second Reading.

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sit-
ting.

Hon. F. A. BAGLIN (continuing): I de-
Sire to cuter my emphati0 protest against the
second reading of the Bill; if only because of
the manner in which the Governmnent bring
down measures to this House. This is easily
the most important Bill presented to Parlia-
ment during the current session. Since the
tea adjournment quite a number of members
have asked me how long I am going to speak.
No member can assert that I have ever ex-
ceeded the time limit. Moreovor, I refrain
as far as possible from interrupting other
members when they are speaking. To-night,
because every member wants to close the ses-
sion-I also want that-I am asked how much
longer I intend to speak, having addressed
myself to the Bill for about 20 minutes before
the tea adjournment. Now it is 10 minutes
past nine o'clock, and we have just resumed
the debate. If the Government cannot arrange
their business better, they deserve to lose the
confidence of this Chamber. It is up to us
to tell the Government that if they cannot
let us have such an important measure at a
proper stage of the session, wre will reject it.
In view of the desire of bon. members to
close the sitting and the session, one cannot
say what one would likec to say on this Bill.
We have had 49 measures brought before us
during the session, and this Dill,
the most important of all, is brought
on at the eleventh hour, when everyone
wants to go home. The measure should
be rejected on that round if no other. The
procedure of the Government is utterly un-
fair. If ever one felt tempted to stonewall,
it would be to-night. However, I do not in-
tend even to attempt to stonewall. Since

the tea adjournment I have seen to-night's,
issue of the ''IDaily News.'' I Sam not usually
influenced by the articles published in that
paper, but I suppose one must accept them as
having a semblance of truth. The "stop
press'' column of the 'Daily News''I has re-
cently been the scene of quite a campaign
urging residents of the metropolitan area to
eat more fruit, because of a glut in the fruit
market. The men engaged in the primary
industry of fruit groning cannot make a liv-
ing, and therefote metropolitan residents arc
urged to eat more fruit. I hope T may be
pardoned if I read what appears in the
"Daily News'' to-night.

The Minister for Education, Tha! would
be highly disorderly.

Hon. F. A. BAGLIN: If it is highly dis-
orderly, Mr. President-

The PRESIDENT: The hon. member cain
read the article if it is not too long.

Hon F. A. BAGLIN: The artiele states-
Fruit in bulk. Sales in heart of the

city. An excellent response. The ''Eat
More Fruit'' campaign got an excellent
start this morning, when the Producers'
Markets, Ltd., sold some hundreds of cases
of pears, apples, nectarines, and plums in
an improvised market at the northern end
of the Economic Stores in William-street.
The place was besieged throughout to-day,
and by this evening it is anticipated that
some 1,000 cases will have been disposed of.
Discussing the result of the -venture, Mr.
A. Xeane, manager of the Producers' Mar-
ket Ltd., said the result was very gratify-
ing. It showed that the people wanted the
fruit, and he wondered why they would not
secure it under the ordinary conditions.
People who would not attend the market.
had welcomed the opportunity afforded by
to-day's venture of securing supplies.
"'By noon,'' he continued, ''we had iold
out, and we had to tell them to return
later, when additional supplies had been
secured. Prices bave been satisfactory,
and, all said and done, things are going
really well.''
The PRESIDENT: I suppose the hon.

member will connect this with the Bill.
Hon. F. A. BAGLIN: Undoubtedly, Sir.

I wish to point out that here we have an in-
stance of the primary producers in the Swan
electorate, for instance, dependent entirely
en the recidents of the metropolitan area for
the consumption of the fruit grown. Surely
that is a connecting link. A campaign is
started to induce people to eat more fruit,
and the article shows the success which has
attended that campaign. The man who is
living in the Swan electorate cannot do with-
out the man in the city.

Hon. C. IF. Baxter: Where does the rev-
enue come from to keep the man in the city
going?

lion. F. A. BAGLIN: The revenue that
keeps the man in the city going is derived
from the secondary industries established here.
Does Mr. Baxter assert because a man is
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growing fruit in the country, he is keeping
a man in Perth? le is not doing that at aill.

lion. A. J. IT. Saw: We keep him going.
Hor. P. A. BAGLIXN: There is a neces-

sity for eo-olberatiz of effort, and the loan
iii the country cannot do without the man in
thle city. The Bill seems to suggest that the
voting strength of the man who is growing
fruit in the Swan electorate or in the Nelson
electorate, should be twice the value of the
voting power of the maau ini the metro politan
area. That is grossly unfair. We are pre-
pared to frankly admit that sonto considera-
tion should be shown to the mil, in the
rountry far removed from the seat of gov-

*ernment. The Bill provides altogether too
great a differentiation. Tt will mean that
8-5,000 of the adult population of the State
will he represented by 14 members, and
83,000 will be representecd by 36 members.
Surely that should appeal to the good sense
of hon. members, who will readily admit that
tbe difference is too great! While we are
prepared to admit that the 85,000 who" are
living in the metropolitan area should have
less representation than the 88,000 living in
the agricultural areas and the goldfields area.,
the difference proposed is too great. It will
mean that the predominating influence of the
country members will have the effect of hand-
ing over the government of the State to them.
if that should be done, I redognise what will
happen. Sooner or Inter a revulsion of fel-
lug will set in against the country people
and] it will bring about the downfall of the
Country Party and the Government as well.
In fact, the chickens will come home to roost.*
The Minister for Education said the Bill was
equitable. So far as I barn known the
TLeader of the House he Is--

Hon. J. Dluffel]: A pretty good judge.
Hon. F. A. 13AGLIN: He hasl endeavoured

to mete out justice with a certain amount of
evenhandedness. When hie says, Itowever,
that the Bill is equitable, I begin to lose
faith in him. T dispute hi conclusion that
the Bill is based on equity. T shall vote
against the second reading, and I hope the
House will enter a protest against such an
important Bill being brought down at this
stage of the session rather than at an earlier
period when we could -nave given it mature
consideration.

Holl. C. F. BAXTER (East) [9.251: The
Electoral Districts Bill before the House
provides a great deal of scope for some beol.
members to expound their different griev-
ances. Mr. Baglin dealt extensively wit!,
secondary industries. We need secondary
industries mid they require encouragemnent.
If there is one secondary industry to which
Mr. flaglin should not have drawn attention
so specially, it is the superphosphate in-
dustry, which he said was of such value to
the State. The hon. gentleman-

The PRESIDENT: You should refer to
him as the "hon. member," although I sup-

pose he is entitled to be referred to as ''Ithe
lion, gentleman'' as well.

Hll. C. F. BAXTER: Tile superphosphate
question is a good one so far as the comn-
panies are concerned and it does give em-
ploymnent to a certain number of men. We
must look further afield, however, and if we
do that we will recognise that in the other
States the primary producers get their super-
phosphates at 82si. 6d. per ton less than the
p~rodlucers here can obtain it. When one
recognises that fact, one wouders if tlhat
particular secondary industry is of such
great importance to us. The extra cost of
superplhosphate has proved a heavy burden
on the producers here, and retarded their
efforts. Somec strong arguments have been
used regarding thle increase in the number
of representatives of the metropolitan area.
My support is itot going in the direction of
increasing the number of metropolitan
representatives.

Hon. T. Duffel): Shoame
lien. C. F. BAXTER: It is not a matter

for shame at all. Somec bon. members of
this House, in and out of season, talk about
the unfortunate position of the State in
relation to the Federal Government. What
bas brought about that position? The worst
ph~ase is that the Government is centralised
in Melbourne. Victoria is at the doorstep
and' gets every advantage. New Sooth
Wales and South Australia are within 24
hours run and are in a favourable, position.
The cinderella, States of Western Australia,
Queensland and Tasmania are right out in
the cold and, consequently, suffer great dis-
advantages. That is one of the worst
features of the business. We have 12
representatives in the metropolitan area In
Parliament. So far as the city is concerned,
it would do very well if it had not more
than, one member in our legislative halls.
It would be well catered for then.

Members: Are you serious?
Hon. . F. BAXTER: I am quite serious.

Possibly that is going a little further tnba
%ry. Rir-wan.

Hon. J. Nicholson: Tot, would like to see
over 80,000 people disfranchised.

Hon. C. P. BAXTER: It is not a matter
of disfranchising them. If the bon. member
were just and equitable in his views con-
cerning the metropolitan area, he would
recognise that the city is well catered for.

Eon. T. W. Kirwan: They have 21 memn-
bers in all.

non,. C. F. BAXTER: The city is doing
veryr well in that respect. One metro-
luolitan member referred to the burden
of taxation upon that area. Of course
the people carry a burden, bunt it is ultimately
passed on to the producer. It must be carried
right through. In the metropolitan area,
where there is teat community of interest,
half the number of people could be well re-
presented by one member, whereas in the
agricultural districts and on the goldfields,
where the interests are many and varied,
twice the number of members would be re-
quired.
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Hon. F. A. Baglin: What are the varied
interests!

Hon. C. P. BAXTER: Must I go into
every detailI

Hon. G1. W. Miles: Gold, sheep, and cattle.
The PESIDENT.- Please allow the hen.

member to proceed with his speech. We shall
then knew better what he is going to say.

Hon. A. J. H. $a*: It does not appear to
be worth listening to.

Hon, C. F. BAXTER: Apparently one
metropolitan member has so high an opinion
of himself that he considers it a waste of
time to listen to the speeches of other mem-
bers. In any scattered district it is more
difficult for a Parliamentary representative
to do justice to his office than would be the
ease with a small district in the metropolitan
area. In the North there are electorates con-
taining almost every known mineral, in addi-
tion to sheep, cattle and other industries.

Hon. F. A. 'Baglin: Take Northam.
Hon. F. A. BAXTER: That is the only

district the bon. member could pick out.
Hon. F. A, Baglin: Take Bunbury and

Albany.
Hon. C. F. BAXTER: There are many

different industries connected with Bunbury.
I support Mr. Kirwan in his desire that there
shall be no increase in the number of metro-
politan members. I believe, in doing so, I
ant acting justly and equitably.

Hon. J. Duffell: What would you do with
the other seats?

Ron. A. J. RI. Saw: Give them to the Coun-
try Party.

Hon. C. F. BAXTER:- I would allot them
to the districts which need them. It is hardly
worth while addressing members who show
such small-mindedness. I support the second
reading of thu Bill and will support Mr. Kur-
wan's amendment.

Hon. F. E. S. WILLMOTT (South-West)
[9.34]; It is high time we had a. Redistri-
bution of Seats Bill. Whien we see the way
the State is cut up and take the various elec-
torates one by one, we must all agree that
such a Bill is necessary. Metropolitan mem-
bers seem to be very angry over Mr. Kir-
wan's remarks. Although I agree with him,
I cannot support him. I wish to combat
some of the arguments put forward by mem-
bers. 'Mr. Baglin gave us a long dissertation,
and dragged in :fruit. He had the temerity
to say that the fruitgrowcrs depended upon
the people of the metropolitan aresa for the
consumption of their fruit, and that but for
them they would go out of business. I have
no desire to be insulting towards the people
of the metropolitan area, but I say that If
we only had sufficient monkeys in the Zoo,
they would eat our fruit. If that is the only
qualification for the principle of one man
one vote in the metropolitan area, we might
just as well have monkeys here.

R~on. 3. Duffel]: They would get ill on some
of the fruit.

Hon. F. E. S. M'fLZMOTT: If, as Dr.
Sair say;, it is wrong to have two men for

one vote in the metropolis, that is easily got
over. Send half the population of the met-
ropolitan area out into the broad acres of the
State where they will do some good.

Hon. F. A. Baglin: They do good where
they are.

Hon. F. F. S. WTLMOTT: If they are-
not satisfed they can shift.

Han. IF. A. Baglin: No one said they were
not satisfied.

Eon. F. E. S. 'W1LLMOTT The metropoli-
tan area has at all times had its fair shame
of the good things--the Come trams, for in-
stance. The metropolitan area got what it
wanted there. If my colleagues and I had
wanted something in the South-West we could
not have got it. That is always the ease;
the metropolitan area gets what it wants be-
cause the scat of government is there.

Hon. 3. M. Macfarlane: It does not.
Hon. J. Dflifel]: It was a Country Patty

Minister who built the Como tramway.
Hon. P. E. S. WILLMOTT: If that were

so it Wrould prove my argument up to the hilt
The metropolitan area must have a great deal
of strength behind it to be able to do such
things.

Hon, J. fleffell: And the moral courage.
Hon. P. E. S. WTLLMOTT: The less said

about that the better.
Hon. J1. Duffel]: Exactly.
Hon. F. E. S, WfILMOTT: We are told

that the metropolitan area is niot represvlnted
in the Canning electorate. The ease I have
quoted proves that the people there can get
what they waut without direct representation.
Ministers live in the metropolitan area.

Hot- H. Stewart: Think of the secondary
industries, the cement works, ate.

Ron. F. E. S. WILLMVOTT: 1 suppose
some metropolitan members would,' if they
could, make Perth another Sydney or Ad.-
]aide. In New South Wales 30 members re-
present Sydney, and what is the result?
Everythi ng is dragged into Sydney. Do we
not know where the wheat should go that is
grown on the broad acres of South Australia!
There are natural harbours there to which it
should be sent, but, because of the represea-
tation in Parliament of Adelaide, it is
dragged over grades of one in 40 to
that city. It is the political strength
of Adelaide that does it. In Queens-
land there are big inland towns. Centrslisa-
tion is not carried out there as it is in some
of the other States. I do not think any mem-
ber here could tell us the boundaries of the
Cole electorate. People there frequently,
vote for the wrong inan.

Hon. 3. DufFell: Put the member gets in.
Hon. F. E. S. WfLLMOTT: The member

representing that district is a white man and
an estimable individual, but is it fair that
he should have to represent an electorate
from Collie to Cape Leeuivin? I only wish
this measure had come down earlier. It it
bad I would have supported Mr. Kirwan. I
agree so entirely with him that I am like the
little boy who was taught to say his prayers
on his knees every night. When the winter

Boss
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,came round and the weather became cold he
wrote out his prayers, and hung them on the
wall near his bed. When he was snug and
warm in bed he pointed with his finger to his
prayers and said, ''Them's my sentiments.''
I should have been glad to side with
Mr. Kirwan becmuse he has expressed my
views. If he could have made that speech
three months ago instead of in the dying
hours of the session, I would have given himl
my support. Though I do not like doing it,
I am going to vote for the Bill as printed
and against Mr. Kirwan 's amendment. Half
a loaf is better than no bread. I would
rather not do that for it would mean voting
for something I do not altogether like, namely
an increase in the representation in Perlia-
meat of the metropolitan area. I am sorry
to have to do this.

Hon. F. A. Baglin: Why do you say you
have to do it

Hon. F. E. S. WILLMOTTt It is the end
of the session and the next session will he the
last session of this Parliament. We must
have this measure for the redistribution of
seats Bill to he brought forward next session.
It would have been preferable to give the
textra seats to the country districts.

Hon. J. M. Macfarlane: You will get them
back after all this migration.

Hon. F. E. S. WILLMOTT: It has been
said we are handing over the State to the
Country Party. We might be doing worse
than that. I have not such a great fear, that
if the Country Party get into office they will
run the State any worse than it is being run
to-day.

Hon. F. A. Baglin: Impossible.
Hon. J. Ewing: They are in office now.
Hon. F. E. S. XVIhLMOTT: It would be an

excellent thing for the State if we could in-
duce some of those 80,000 odd people to get
out of the metropolitan area.

Honl. J. Nicholson: We cannot do that;
we want population in the city and the coun ,
try as well.

Honl. F. E. S. WILLMOTT: In a country
like this we want population, but not in the
city. If we were a city like Sydney it would
be a different thing. I shall support the Bill
because it is too late to follow Mr. Kirwan in
his suggested amendment.

Hon. H. STEWART (Sonth-East) [9.47]!
There is one point in connection with the Bill
that has not been mentioned. I do not know
whether this is due to an oversight or whether
the views of hion, members do not run in the.
same direction as mine. I think this would
have been an opportune time for the Gov-
ernment to reduce the number of members
somewhat, and so also reduce the cost of Gov-
ernment. It would not have caused those
Who practice political expediency any politi-
ceal trouble because the Government would not
have been sacrificing any of their opponents
or any of their supporters. The Government
mnight at this time without any loss of effic-
iency have reduced, if only slightly, the nixm-

her of members inl another place. I would
haove welcomed such a reduction, and I also
would have welcomed a reduction of the numi-
her of members in th? Legislative Council
by one-third, and conserved its continuity by
arranging that the elections should be held
once in every three years instead of once in
every two years.

Hon. J. Ewing: It would be a most dan-
gerous thing to do.

Hon. 1H. STEWART: The hon. member is
entitled to his opinion, but I fail to see that
there is any danger whatever in reducing the
number of members of this Chamber. The
method 1 suggest has been in vogue in South
Australia since that State haes had respon-
sible government, and I have yet to learn
that the work of tire Legislative Council of
that State is ally way inferior to the work
performed by the Logisative Councils in other
States. The conditions prevailing in South
Australia as regards Parliament, show that
the members of the Council there, like our-
selves, arc elected and receive a Parliamentary
allowance as we do. Generally the conditions
are similar to ours. Yet they have a less
expensive representation. They have fewer
members retiring in every third year and the
result of the system has been satisfactory.
I do not purpose taking up more than a few
minutes of the time of the House in discuss-
ing the Bill. Other nmembers have advanced
their views and I an. rather disappointed to
find that fundamentals seem to have been
lost sight of, not in all cases, but in some.
We need not keep before us what has been the
political gospel throughout the British Em-
pire for some period of tinme-one vote one
value-because we are not living in Great
Britain nor in congested centres. We are in
a new country and it is an absolute necessity
that rapid development should take place.
We should have given our adherence to the
principles represented by the Country Party
from the realisation of the fact that it is
essential for the advancement of the country
that due regard must be paid to the develop-
inent of primary industries. We provide
rewards for those who develop the country,
sufiient to attract people from outside the
capital, and do not do enough to encourage
people to leave our own congested areas.
There have been varied expressions of
opinion as to the form the political represen.
tation shall take, and as to what the feeling
is in some of the constituencies.

Honl. F. A. Baglin: But this is not the
people's Chamber.

flon. IN. STEWART: I am not concerned
about that. I1 am concerned with wbat this
Chamber has to do under the Constitution.
This measure has been considered by what
the hon. member regards as the peoples'
Chamber and it has tome to us for approval
or amendment. I compliment the Govern-
ment on the general principles underlying the
Dill, and it is probably the first time in the
history of Australia-I should he glad to be
enlightened in this respeet-wlaea we liave
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got down to fundamentals with regard to
representation. We find here embodied the
priucij:Ie whichi will lead to development, that
the people who intend to take an active part
in the development of the country are to be
given increased responsibility, increased
burdens of citizenship. I hope that those who
get this concession, those who will be par-
ticipating in the development of the State,
will show 'their appreciation by accepting
their responsibility and recording their votes
at the pol when the time arrives for them to
do so. There has been too great a failure of
the realisation on the part of the people of
their duty in respect of citizenship. Briefly
to my mind the position in regard to repre-
sentation as set out in the Bill is this:- The
quota for the metropolitan area is 6,000.
The quota for the agricultural constituencies
and central goldfields is 3,000, and the quota
for the outback mining areas is 1,500.

The Minister for Education: I assure you
it is 2,000.

Hon. H, STEWART: M.%y interpretation is
1,500. So far as the North-West is con-
cerned the quota is 1,000. The position is
graduated in four steps and looking at it
generally, and considering the State as a
whole, I regard what has been done as a
fair attempt to do what is equitable and
reasonable. There is a good deal to be said
for the view taken by Mr. Ktirwan in respect
of increasing the number of metropolitan
seats. Under the system that has existed the
unfortunate position has arisen that the popu-
latiou as shown by the lest census within the
metropolitan area has actually increased rela-
tively to the population outside the metro-
politan area. The distribution of population
and the desire to counteract any tendency
on the part of the people towards centralisa-
tion is so great that it -would be sonnd states-
manship to depart even from the system
of this graduated valne of votes as shown
by the quotas I have given. But the ques-
tion that arises is this, " IWill this logical and
graduated step as proposed in the Bill have
the effect which we all desireV9' I said that
the representation of the outback areas was
1,500- ]ReadinDg through the Bill I fid that
the number of electors is reduced by one-half
in the metropolitan area and the nnmber of
electors in the agricultural and goldields
areas and in the miniing area is increased by
onue-half.

The Minister for ]Education: Six thousand
has been reduced by one-half, giving 2,000,
and 2,000 has been inbreased by one-half ,
giving 3,000.

Hon. H. STEWART: Thle M1inister takes
3,000 ais the middle number. I appear to hare
misiterpreted the details. However, I am
prepared to accept the Minister's figures. 1
.fail to see that the members representing the
outer golddields have any cause for complaint.
We cannot expect perfection. Of the gold-
fields districts, one has a quota much below
these of the others. We have to accept the

best obtainable results, Albany, Geraldtoct
anti Bunbury may possibly be put into a dif-
fereut group at some future time. Alterna.-
tively, Kalgoorlie might be removed to an-
other group. However, at this stage it is
unldesirable to go iuto a system of gradus-
tiwi involving unnecessary complications. Let
us accept the principle of graduation and re-
aliSe that thelre mLust be a little give and take-
I really think the Government are to be con-
gratulated on the Bill, As for thle considera-
tion of comforts and facilities,' even Mr. Kir-
wanl will admit thant the permanent residents
of Kalgoorlie would decline to be domiciled
in Gernldton or Bunbury. Clearly, proximity
to the capital is not the only consideration.

Heon, J. WY. Kirwan. I never suggested
that it was.

Hon. HE. STEWALRT: No, h~ut tile hon.
memnber stressed tile p)oint. I1 think the group-
ing is about as fair as we can possibly hope
for. I appreciate the efforts of the Govern-
ineut to bring about better representation,
and I feel that the Bill should be generally
supported.

Hon. E. H. HARRIS (North-East) [10.8]:-
I emphaltically protest against tile Bill, which
seeks to rob the goldfields of fair representa-
tion. Whe- hare regard for the considera-
tions set out in Clause ES, we see that the gold-
fields arc to be sacrificed to the interests of
the metropolitan area. It is in the minling
districts where, chiefly, the population has been
tempilorarily lost in consequence of the war
and high cost of mining commodities. Whilst
I believe that loss to be merely temnporary, it
we take the total production of wealth in the
State it will be found that up to 1914, when
War broke out, the gold production exceeded
in value that of any other industry. Since
then, for the reasons I have given, the gold
pirodiuetion has fallen, and in coaseqoence the-
population ef the goldfields has been reduced.
The suggestion madle by Mr-. Kirwan might
put this redistribution scheme on a more
equitable basis. The metropolitan area. is
amply represented in Parliament, and even
the central goldflelds should not be asked to
carry aL higher quotaL than that of the agri-
cultural1 group. The Mfinister referred to the
huge territory contained in one of the Federal
electorates and to the work of the commils-
sinners, pointing out thait we could hare no
knlowledge of what actuated them in so shap-
ing the electorate. In the Bill it is proposed
to pitt the disiributioin in the hands of coma-
nlissionlers. Whilst I do not pretend to be
closely conversant with some of the electo-
rates, I cannot refrain from drawing atteat-
tion to the Swan electorate, within 20 miles
of Perth. South Frem antic is about equi-
distant n-ith Swan from the metropolis. Yet
Sooith Fremantle is dleemned to he within the
metropolitan area, and has to carry the metro-
politan quota, whereas Swan is classified with
the a-riepultural group and given a quota of
half the -number. In my opinion, Swan should
be included in the inetropolitan area and he
made to carry the metropolitan quota. It is
quite likely that Other anomalies in the Bill
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could be painted to. What was the deciding
factor as to the constitution of the metro-
politan area? 'Under the Licensing measure
we fixed the metropolitan area as within 20
mniles of the G.P.O. If we adoptcd the samne
course now, both South Fremantle and Swan
would] be included in the metropolitan area-
As a representative of the -North-East Pro-
vince, I enter an emphatic protest against the
Bill.

Hon. R.. G, ARDAGH (North-East)
[10.16]: 1 do not desire to giv-e a silent vote.
The Minister endeaveured to show that the
Bill would provide for an increase for the
goldfields and a decrease of members for the
metropolitan area on a population basis, but
the fact remains that the goldfields will lose
three if not four members, which in my
opinion in a great injustice. MANuch has been
mtade of the fact that mining has declined.
At present mining throughout thre State is
ifiproving.

Hon. E2. 11. Harris: It will take somne time
to get hack to normal.

Raen. R. 0. ARDAGif: Yes; but many
men are being employed than were employed
a little while ago. Quite a number of dis-
tricts could be mentioned in which mines are
showing grent promise, and where new shows
have been discovered, and these are providing
employment f or a big number of additional
miners and others. The Government are not
justified at this juncture in reducing the
goldifields representation. Improvement in
the industry is noticeable at Kalgoorlie,
Lennora, Laverton, Mt. Mforgan and Mt. Ida,
-as well as at many other centres. M1ining cer-
tainly declined during the war, but that was
largely due to the high taxation imposed upon
the industry at a time when it should have
received assistance. Gold was wanted at that
time, but the Federal authorities imposed
heavy taxation on mining and this caused
numbers of mines to cease operations. That
difficulty, however, is being overcome, and
there is no doubt that in the near future
there will be probably thousands more men
employed in the industry than has been the
ease during the last few years. Dr. Saw said
the people in the country had not sufficient
enterprise to get the water laid on to their
bouses. It is all very well for a coastal mem-
ber to make a remark of that kind, but people
on some parts of the goldfields are paying as
much as 30s.. per thousand gallons for water
for their homes. This sort of thing does not
apply in the metropolitao area, n-here the
people get a thousand gallons for a few pence.
Quite a numher of mines are paying as much
ats 15s. a thousand gallons for water for treat-
ing their ores, showing clearly that the people
*on the fields cannot afford to use water as
it is used in the metropolitan area, owing to
the high prices charged for it. Very few
members have spoken in favour of the Bill.
Coastal members are not satisfied with it;
country members are not satisfied witb it;
goldifields mnembers are not satisfied with it.
I shall vote agtainst the second rending.

Hon. J. EWING (South-West) [10.2214
It is with great reluctance that I speak at
this hour. It is regrettable that this mneasure
was not brought down earlier in the session,
as it is of such great implortance to the State.
The necessity for a rcdi~tribu lion of seats is
wit'i us. M1r. Wilamtt referrad to the Collie
electorate and the difficulty of knowing, when
one was at the Lenwin or at Finders Bay,
whether he was in that eleutorate. Flinders
Bay is in the Collie electorate, which ex-
tends to Nannup. Therefore the member
representing that district has great difficulty
in reaching ail portions of his electorate.
in years gone by we have departed from the
principle of one vote oue value as the basis
of Parliamentary representation in order to
give an equitable and just quota according
to the special conditions prevailing in cer-
tain districts. The conseusus of opinion
here and in another place is to grant four
meumbers to the North. The quota, I under-
stand, will be 1,000. Thus we have departed
from the principle of one vote one value,
arid so we cannot justly apply that principle
to the city of Perth.

Uon. F. A. Baglin: The North-West is
the exception to the rule.

Hon. J. EWVING: Yes. The quota as fixed
by the Government impresses mc as being
fair, just and equitable. It is regrettable
that the. goldfields are not what they -were
in years gone by. WNith members who repre-
sent that portion of the State, I believe the
time is coming when the population of the
goldfields will greatly increase.

lion. E. E. Harris: That is what we say;
the decline is only temporary.

Hon. J. EWING:- The time is coming
whec the South-West and other agricultural
pjortions of the State will go ahead by leaps
and bounds. The time is comning when
secondary industries will increase not only
in the metropolitan area, but in other suit-
able districts, especially around Collie where
the availability of coal and power afford
essential facilities. It stands to reason that
the city population must largely increase.
If we have to grant representation on
quotas of 1,000, 2,000, and 6,000 electors,
what are we going to do in futere? When
people come here in thousands and the quota
in the North-West rises to 2,000 and doubles
in all the other districts, will there be an
increase in the Parliamentary representa-
tion? That is a point to be considered and
that is one of the dangers presented by the
Bill.

The 'Minister for Education :That will
merely increase the quotas, niot the number
of members.

Hon. T1. EWING: Mr. Stewart expressed
regret that the Government had not pro-
posed a reduction in the number of mem-
bers. I entirely disagree with him. It
would be a bad thing for a young and grow-
ing country like Western Australia if any
reduction were made. If we reduced the
number of members in another place, and
in this House by balf, by the time we
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allowed for five Ministers, we would have so
few members left that we would he placing
in the hands of a eoinparatively few men a
very dangerous weapon. Honest, upright
and just as the conduct of members has
been, there is a danger of a small coterie
doing ill for the country, Safety lies in
retaining the full representation we have
at present.

Hon. F. A. Beguin: You think there is
safety in numbers?

Hon. J. EWING: Yes. In Committee I
shall not have an opportunity to vote on
Mr. Rirwant's amendment, bat believing
that the quota fixed in the Bi1l is fair and
equitable, I should vote for the metropolitan
area having 24 members, Air. Willntott said
lie agreed with Mr. Kirwan, and yet in-
tended to vote against the amendment. If
hie believes the representation of the country
should be increased, he should vote for the
amendment, But there is something else
behind it. If the anldmient were carried,
it might lead to the loss of the Bill. Rela-
tions between the two Houses at present are
not entirely cordial. Wec are not getting all
we want and there are differences of
opinioin, and if we insisted on the amnend-
ment, the Bill would probably he wrecked.

Hon. J1. W. K~irwan: Let justice be done
though the heavens fall I

Hon. J. EWING: I consider justice is
being done because the quotas are fair and,
as population increases, so will the repre-
sentation be automatically adjusted. The
Premier in speaking the other day, was not
very decided in his remarks-

Eon. 3. W. Kirwan: Is he ever clear?
Hon. J. EWING: I can generally -under-

stand him. He was asked by way of inter-
jection whether, when a quota increased, the
representation would increase, and I under-
stood his reply to be tbat it would. That is
the reason 'why I have raised the question
of increased representation and I hope
the Minister will refer to it in his
reply. I hope the second reading will
be carried. The Bill is only a, machi-
nery measure to permit of a commission
being formed to carry out the directionts
specified in the measure. When we meet next
session and a redistribution of seats Bill is
brought down, members will have an opipor-
tunity to suggest altering the representation
in any way they think fit. The passing of the
present Bill will not be the final word. It is
merely a question of permitting the commis-
sion to work out the scheme as outlined by
Parliament, and if their reconmmeadations
are not satisfactory, members will have ample
opportunity to alter the measure. I eonm-
mend the Government for having taken- this
s-tep to bring about better and fairer repre-
sentation of the people, and I hope the second
reading of the Bill will be carried. I des'red
to express the wanner in w~hich I would vote,
bad I the opportunity of doing so, on the
amendment which Mr. Kirwan proposes to
move.

Question put and a division token with the
following result:-

Ayes . .. . .. 14
Noes - . -- .

Majority for .. 8

Avics.
Ron, A. Burvill
Hon. H. P. colebo IrS
Hon, J. Ewing
Roo, V. Hemerisley
Hon. A. Lovekin
Hon. 0. W. %files
Hon. J. Mills
Roll. J. Nicholson

N<
Hon. R. 0_ Arrlsgi
Hon. F. A. Baglin
Hon. 0. H. Herr!.
Hen. J. W . KXlrwao3

Mon. G. Potter
Hon. E. Rose
Hon. A. J. H. Saw
Hon. H. Stewart
Hon. P. E. B Will motk
Rion: J. Duffell

(2Tefer.)

lous.
Hon. ff. Seddon
Han, J. Cornell

(Teller,)

Question thus passed.

]Bill read a second time.

In Committee.

Hon. J. Ewing in the Chair; the Minister-
for Education in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1, 2, 3-a greed to.

Clause 4-Number of districts in each of'
foulr areas, how ascertained:

Hon. J. CORNELL: I mnove an amend-
inent-

That "four," line 2, he struck ont, and
"1three'' inserted in lieu.

I wish to reduce the number of areas uinder
the Bill to three. Why should there be an
invidious distinction drawn between ''gold-
fields area'' and "mining area"? The gold-
fields area is a mining arcs. Under the Bill
Kalgoorlie and Boulder are to have a larger-
quota than the rest of the mining districts.
Hanoans represents a much larger area than
Swan, and Brownhill -vanhoe is as extensive
as Swan. One of the matters for the con-
sideration of the commissioners is community
of interest. Nevertheless, because people
have closely congregated on the Golden Mile
by reason of the richness of the mines there,
they are to have a different scale of represen-
tation from that proposed for people less
closely congregated on other mining fields.
This is a perpetuation of the invidious dis-
tinction forced on the goldfields people, for a
purpose, by the 1911 redistrihution. That re-
distribution forced on Kalgoorlie and Boulder
almost as high a quota as that of Perth. It
would be more logical, if distance from the
capital is to be taken into consideration, to in-
troduce a zone system giving the metropolitan
area a certain quota, the districts immediately
outside that area a somewhat lower q'iota, and
the remoter districts a quote lower still.
The Government provide that the Swan elec.-
torate is to hnve the same quota as Kal-
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goorlie. Northam, which is a compact thriv-
ing town, is to have the same quota. as
Avon. There is no justification for such sa
allocation. The Bill seeks to perpetuate that
evil and the position is to be camoufaged.
If the quota for Kalgoorlie and Boulder were
worked out on the samne basis as the agri-
cultural areas with freedom of choice given
to the commissioners, they would say that the
quota for the mining centres. should be less
than those for Northam or Swan.

The CHAIRMAN: You are referring to
whnt appears in a later clause.

Hlon. 3. CORNELL: It is necessary for me
to do that, in order to build kip an argui-
ment in support of the amendment. If we
agree to the amendment, it will demonstrate
to the people outside that we have considera-
tion for the outlying centres and tbat there
is wisdom in this House.

Hoen. A. X. H. Saw: That will not be the
prevalent opinion after the doings of the last
few days!

Hon. .J. CORNELL: It will demonstrate
that we will not perpetuate iniquitious. pro-
posals but will make the redistribution rea-
sonable. In view of the importance of the
mining industry to the State, the considera-
tion suggested in the amendment should be
extended to that part of the State. In view
of the possibilities of mining development in
the future, the amendment should prove
effective.

The MINISTER FOR EDUOATION: The
effect of the amendment would be to make
sure that the golddields would lose only one
seat. Therefore Afr. Kirwan 's very generous
offer to allocate what is taken from the gold-
fields areas to the agricultural districts, goes
by the board.

Hon. 3. Cornell: You are drawing on your
imagination.

The MINIrSTER FOR EDUCATION:
There is no good reason why the quota in
eomparativily closely settled towns, such as
Boulder or Kalgoorlie, Browthill-Ivanhoe or
Hennans should not be greater than in the
outlying areas.

Hon. J. Cornell: Do you call Hlaunans
closely settled? 11t is as big as Northam I

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: The
goldfields centres have all the advantages of
elvilisation. They have the Great Western
Railway at their door, and there is no reason
for such consideration as that sugtgested, when
we compare the position with the outer gold-
fields.

Hon. J. CORNELL: The Leader of the
Houlse ha been drawing upon his imagination
when he says that the effect of the amvend-
ment will be to lose only one seat.

The Minister for Education: Have you
worked it out?

Hon. J. CORNELL: Have yout
The Minister for Fducation- Certainly I

have.
Hon. T1. CORNELL: As to the 'Minister's

comments regarding community of interest,
civilisation and so forth, Hannane is almost
as large as Northamn.

The Mfinister for Education: It has the
slime quota.

Hon. J. CORNELL: What about the dis-
tance from the capital? I would apree to a
compromise regarding Boulder and Kalgoar-
lie, hut there is no justice in including lieon-
nuns and Brownhill-Ivanhoe in the same eat.-
gory.

Amendment put and a division taken with
the following result:-

Ayes .. .- -

Noes . .- -33

Majority against -- 7

"an. J. Cornell
los. E. H. Harris

HOD, J1. W. Rirwan
lMon. 0. W. miles

AvICs.
Eon. HL Baddon
Hon F'. A, Bsglin

I ~(To~ir.)

Nos.
Ron, C. F. Baiter Hon. J. Mills
Hon. A. Dnrvlll HOn. G. Potter
Hon. H,. P. Colebatch HOn. E. Rose
Hon. J. DuffelI Hon. A. J. H. Saw
Hon. V. Hamersley 'Hon. H. Stewart
Hon. A, .*Loetlo Ron. X. Nicholson
Ron, J. 161. Macfm-lane (Teuvr.)

Amendment thus negatived.

H.on. A. J1. H. SAW: I move an amend-
ment-

That the following be added to paira-
graph (a), " INotwithstanding anything
-ontained in the Bill to the contriary, there
shall be not less than 15 electoral districts
in the metropolitan area."

At present the Sill provides 14.
The CHAIRMAN:- Paragraph (a) fur-

nishes. the method for fixing the quota. It
will be necessary to strike out that paragraph
before the hon. member can move his amend-
ment. If he agrees to paragraph (a), his
amendment cannot he accepted.

Hon. A. 3. H. SAW: I understand it was
accepted in another place. However, since
that one is no longer acceptable, I move an-
other amendment-

That in line I of paragraph (a) "oes-
half" he strnck out.

Later I will move to insert ''two-fifths'' in
lieu. That will give to the metropolitan area
greater renbresentation than would the amend-
ment which you have disallowed.

Ron. 3. W. KIRWAN: I hope the Minister
Will agree to Postpone the clause until this
amendment, and the one which I have fore-
shadowed, can be furtber considered in con-
junction with the elaun.

The 'MTISTER FOR EDUCATION: I
cannot see any advantage to be gained from
postponing the clause. The proper way will
be to recommit it if necessary.

]Ton. J1. W. KIRWAN: The only way in
which *we can have a satisfactory test of
this position will be for the Minister to agree
to postpone the clause.
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Hon. H. STEWART - I agree with the
Minister that the proper thing to do will be
to recommit the clause if necessary. Dr. Saw
has moved to strike out "one-half " with a
view to inserting "two-fifths." If I'Ione-
half" be struck -out, 'Mr. Kirwan may sue.
ceed in getting "three-fourths'' inserted.

Hon. A. J. HI. SAW: There is in the metro-
pl~oitan area no antagonism towards the
country. Metropolitan members have ever
given cordial support to all measures for the
benefit of the country.

Hon. .1. Cornell: As, for instance, bulk
handling.

Ron. A. J. H.L SAW: That was defeated on
its merits. All metropolitan members are
desirous of assisting the country. Therefore
we can be safely entrusted with the increased
representation to which we are justly en-
titled.

The MI'SISTER FOR EDUCATION:
There are in the metropolitan area 84,872
electors. Reduce that by two-fifths; and we
take away 33,900, leaving 50,964. Divide
that by the quota, 3,000, and we get 16.98
members, in other words 17, as against the
12 of to-day. That means an addition of
fire. Consequently the goldfields will cer-
tainly have to lose four seats, and the fifth
will have to be takcen from somewhere else.

Hon. G. W. MTLES: I will oppose the
amendment. The metropolitan area is so
ably represented here already that it is un-
necessary to increase its numerical represen-
tation.

Eon. 3. W. KM7WAN:- If Dr. Saw sue-
e~eds in getting ''one-half'' struck out, I,
in pursuance of the purpose I have in view
of not increasing the number of metropolitan
members, shall move to have "65 per cant.''
inserted. Under iuZc proposal the North.
West would hare four memhers, the metro-
politan area 12, and the rest of the seats
would be divided by the commissioners
amongst the rest of the State.

Hon. P_ A. BAGLIN: I support Dr. Saw's
amnendment because I recog-nise the unfair
treatment suggested for the metropolitan
area. If Mr. Kirwan wants to join the
Counitry Party he should do so straight out.
I understood Mr. Kirwan was considered as
good as a Labour man. I fear he has lost
whatever 'lemocratie tendencies hie may have
possessed.

The CHAIRMAN: We are not discuss-
ing the Country Party or Mr. Kirwan.

H~on. F. A. BAG LIN: But the hon. mem-
ber is opposed to inereasiog the representa-
tion of the metropolitan area, although it
has 8-5,000 electors. Metropolitan members
should stand shoulder to shoulder to see that
justice is done.

Hon. J. W. KITRWAN: It is not a ques-
tion of equal electorates, but a. question of
equal political powver- One man in Perth has
more political power than hare a dozen men
in the Kimberleys. My proposal would give
equal political power to people living in every
portion of the State.

Hon. J. 'NICHOLSON: -Mr. Kirwan over-
looks that the purpose of the Bill is to secure
better representation. of the people in Par-
liamnent. I understood that representation
was determined, not acordiog to the locality
where people live, hut according to the num-
her of people. Surely 85,000 eletors in the
metropolitan ni-en are entitled to the same
representation as 86,000 people in some other
part of the State. I am prepared to concede
that the people in the country areas should
receive sonie consideration, but just repre-
sen tation should lie given to the metropolitan
nrea. I support Dr. Saw.

The MMNSTER FOR EDlUCATION: I
hope members wvill realise the effect of the
amendmuent. It is an amendment, not to
substitute ''two-fifths'' for ''one-half,'' but
to strike out "one-half." Dr. Saw may be
able to induce a number of metropolitan
members to vote for the amendment, but if
it is carried it will be by the votes of those
Niho wish to substitute something worse for
the metropolitan area than the ''one-half"
contained in the Bill. If the "one-half'' is
parted with, I do not see how it can he got
back again.

Ron. A. J. H. SAW: I am prepared to
take the risk. I suppose if members were
unjust enough to reduce the representation
of the mnetropol itan area, the Bill would go
back to another place. I would have greater
confidence i a the Assembly tljan ia some
miembers who have spoken. If our action
has the result of wrecking the Bill, I do not
think much harm will be done.

H~on. J. W. KIRWAN: I did not say I
would vote for Dr. Saw 's amendment, but
that if he were sucessful in respect to it I
would move for the substitution of some-
thing different from n-hat he hats suggested.

Hon. F. A. BAGLIN: If we strike out
"oiie-half'' we shall certainly want some-
thing better. Our object is to get increased
representation for the metropolitan area. If
we do not stand for government for the peo-
ple by the people, the electors should know.
I am prepared to take a risk in this matter,
just as Dr. Saw is. If the amendment is not
carried we shall have dlone olur best for our
electors.

Hon. 19. STEWART: Our first duty is to
the State, and the Bill (does seek to safe-
guard the various interests at work within
the State. I am surprised that Dr. Saw
should take a narrow view of the position.
People in the country frequently have to make
long journeys in order to record their vote.
In some of the gold mining en-tres this would
not apply. Unless proper steps are taken
from the political point of view for the de-
velopment of the State, we shall have over-
centralisation in an acute form.

Hon. G. POTTERI: I have the greatest
respect for Dr. Saw 's astuteness and the
quality of his reasoning, but I most say I
regard his amendment as one of expediency.
I cannot support it. No metropolitan mem-
ber who has, spoken has asked for a repre-
sentation of 17 members, for that would be
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the effect of Dr. Saw 's ameadment. Far-
ther, I would rather keep "-hat we have and]
sacrifice something greater than we wish to
achieve

lHon. J1. CORNELL: I will be a sport and
support Dr. Saw.

The Minister for Education: And help hint
to lose what he has got.

Hon. J. CORNELL: The country would
not lose much if this Bill were lost.

Amendment put and negatived.
Clause put and passed.
C'lauso .5>-agreed to.
Clause 6-Matters to be considered in

dividing State into district:
HOn. T1. CORNELL: I1 move an amend-

nient-
That in Surbelause 1, line 8, the word

"fifth" be struck out anad "fourth" in-
serted in lieu.

The Bill limits the commissioners to a margin
of one-fifth above or one-fifth below the quota.
I want this increased to one-fourth. If the
eqirnmhs-on were given that power tbey could
more equitably adjust the position in some
of the remoter parts of the Stats. To far-
flung electorates like Murchison, Mt. Mar-
garet, and Yilgarn the commissioners would
give more consideration if they had the
POW*r

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: I
see no necessity for the amendment. The
Bill allows ample inargin. In the metro-
politan area, where the actual quota is Aixed
at 6,000, the margin means a range from
4,800 to 7,200; in the agricultural area and
the central goldfields area, where the quota
is fixed at 3,000, the margin allows a varia-
tion from 2,400 to 3,600; and in the outer
mining area the variation will be from 1,600
to 2,400. Surely these are reasonable mar-
gins.

Hon. J. Cornell: Yes, if the commissioners
went the whole hog, which they are not likely
to do.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: If
the commissioners will not go the whole hog
with a margin of one-fifth, why give themr a
margin of one-fourth?

Amendment put and negatived.
Hon. 3. CORNELL: Why does paragraph

(b~.) of Subelauso 1 read "Means of Yoin-munication and distance from the capital?")
The MINISTER FOP. EDUCATION:

Because they have practically the same appli-
cation. A place distant 500) miles from the
capital, but having means of communication,
might for practical purposes be as close to
the capital as a place distant only 300 miles,
but without means of communication.

Hon. J. CORNELL: In that case the para-
graph should read "Means of commnunication
with, distance from, the capital." I move
an amendment-

That in paragraph (b.) of Sabelanse 1
"and" be struck out.

Amendment put and negatived.
Clause put and passed.
Hon. 3. W. XIMWAN: I had intended to

move an amendment, of which I have given
notice. I should like to know definitely, Mr.
Chairman, whether you would rule that amend-
meat out of order?

The CHAIRMIAN: Most decidedly.
Ron. T. W. KIRWAN: I am not sure

whether I showed you the amendment or not,
Sir.

The CHAIRMAN: The Committee bave
already passed the clause, and I cannot go
back.

Clauses 7, $---agreed to.
Clause 9-Eeport. to be laid before Parlia-

ment, and Bill for redistribution of seats to
be introduced:

HOD. J. CORNELL: Why cannot Sub-
clause I provide that the measure for redis-
tribution of seats shall come into force oni a
day fixed by Parliament, instead of a day
fixed by troelamationl

The Minuister for Education: It seems to
meo that a measure of this kind could not
possibly conic into operation except by pro-
clamation.

Hon. J,. CORNELL: A similar statement
was made by the Minister when this House
amen ded a Bill relating to inspection of
machinery. For the same reasons as moved
hon. members to provide that that measure
shouild come into operation on a day fixed by
Parliament, I ask that a similar procedure
be adopted here.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 10--Re-ivision when so directed

by proclamation:
Hon. .1. CORNELL: I oppose this clause

horse, foot, and artillery. It is an atter
innovation. Under the Bill primary producers
get much more representation than they
deserve, and this particular clause will per-
petuate the iniquities of the messurd.

The MI NISTER FOR EDUCATION: The
clause is necessary, because otherwise, if the
poldfields had a large increase of population,
they might have to remain for many years
without adequate representation.

Iran. J1. Cornell: Does the Redistribution
of Seats Act contain a similar provision?

The MINVISTER FOR EDUCATION: NO;
mind that is the reason why some of the great
anomalies now existing hare continued year
af ter year.

Hro,. JI. CORNELL: I have never known
the Minister to be so utterly at a loss for an
argument. It is not the absence of such a
provision from the Redistribution of Seats
Act that is responsible for existing anomalies;
the Government of the day are responsible
for them. Action should have been taken
by the Government three years ago, when the
position was almost as had as it is to-day.
Any Government will tackle the position
when it suits them.
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Hon. F. A. BAGLIN:q I support Mr. Cor-
nell in his endeavour to have this clause
deleted. There should be an election. this time
12 mouths, and when the people have an
opportunity to voice their opinions on. this
measure, they trill enter a vigorous protest
against it. Representatives of the people have
expressedl themselves as definitely opposed to
the measure. The clause provides-

Thme State may be wholly or partially re-
divided into electoral districts by the corn-
Inissioner3 in manner hereinbefore provided
whenever directed by the Governor by pro-
clania lion.

There would not be so mchl ohbjeetioit if the
last wordsi were " whenever directed by Par-
liament. " The present Goverinnent might
be returned by a narrow itajority, and then
they would be in a position to direct the comn-
uhissioners to re-divide---

The Minister for Education:. A proclania-
ticn can be issued only under paragraphs (a)
and (b) of Sube-lause 2.

Hon. F. A. BAGLIN: Those paragraphs
give Parliament no authority.

lion. H. Stewart: They give the popular
Chamber that right,

Hon. F. A. BAGLsTN: They, hand over the
fiactions of Parliament to commissioners and
take away from us our right to say what
shall obtain. I do not blame the Country
Party members for voting in support of the
Bill, because it is the best they aire likely to
get. When the people have an opportunity
to voice their protest against the Bill, they
will speak in. no uncertain language. It
could happen that the Goveranent would be
returned with a mnall majority, and they
would carry out the iniquitous principles out-
lined in the Bill, in opposition to the views
of a large proportion of the electors.

Hon. J. W. KIRWAN:- There is no doubt
that the Bill affects. the Legislative Council,
for the boundaries of the electorates for the
Lower House influence the position regarding
the provinces for the Upper House. Power is
provided for a redistribution to take place if
a resolution is carried in the Lower House.
Why should the Legislative Assembly alone
have that power? The Council should pos-
sess the same right as the Lower Chamber
to move for a redistribution, otherwise we
are giving up some of the powers which we
heve exercised for so long.

Hon. J. Nicholson: Look at Clause 8.
Hon. J. W. RTRWAN, This House should

have a voice in the affairs of the country. In
order to safeguard our position I move an
amendment-

That in line one of paragraph (a) alfter
"Legislative, " the words "Council and the

Iegilative" be inserted.
Tme MINYISTEIR FOR EDUCATION:

It will be noticed that in certain circum-
stances a proclamation can be issued in con-
nection with a redistribution without any re-
ference to Parliament. If it appears from
the report submitted by the commissioners
to the Minister that the position has been so
altered by the change in the number of star-
ton, either above or below the quota, a pro-

claination can be issued without reference
to Parliament. The Legislative Assembly is
the House Concerned in the redistribution of
seats and not this Chamber. In permitting
the Legislative Asseinbly to move in a matter
that concerns its own electoral boundaries,
the Bill does not propose to take away any
of the powers of this Chamber. When the
commissioners have done their work, it can-
not become effective until a Bill has-been
drafted and submitted to Parliament. That
Bill miust pass both Chambers, Therefore, the
Legislative Council will have full say in the
matter.

Hen. J1. CORNELL: I object to the pro-
vision for the whole or partial re-division of
the State into electoral districts by commis-
sioners in the manner proposed in the Bill. I
warn metropolitan members, because the pa.
ing of the Bill means that we are agreeing
to somnething in perpetuity.

The Minister for Education: Nonsense.
Parliament can amiend the legislation if it
chooses to do so.

Hon. J. CORNELL: Enough has been said
to-night to show that there is dissatis-
faction regarding the method of arrivii-g at
the quotas. Are we to legislate to provide
for such a mepthod for everY When the Gov-
erment say a redistribution of seats is neces-
stary, a Bill should come before Parliament
andl we should have some say as to the quotas.

Hon. F. A. BAGLIN: I do not follow the
Leadeor of the House when he says that the
Legislative Council is not concernedl, and that
the Bill is one for the redistribution of seats
in the Legislative Assembly only. When the
boundaries of Assembly electorates are al-
tered, that affects the boundaries for the
Council provinces and when such alterations
arc made, we should be coniulted.

The Minister for Education: So you will
lie, A Bill will have to be introduced and it
will have to be passed by this Chamber.

Hen. F. A. BkflIN: I would prefer to
see Clause 10 struck out altogether.

Hen. J. Cornell: Where does the principle
of oe vote one value come in under the Bill 9

Ron. F. A. BAGLTIN: It would have no
chance at all.

Amendment put and a division taken with
the following result--

Ayes 5.-. .

Noes is. - -1

Majority against .. 10

Ayis.
Ron. Rt. 0. Ardeala M on.
HOD. .i cornell I-Ion.
Hoe. J' W. Kirwan I

Hon. C. F. Baxter [Ion.
Hoe. H. P. Colebatch Hon.
Hon. 3. fluffs]! Han.
Hon. V. Hamneesley Mon.
Hon. E. H. Harris HOD.
Hon. A. Lonvkin, Hon.
Hon. .1 . MIfeate Hon.
Han. 0. W. Miles

H. Seddon
P. A. Baglin

(Teller.)

3. Mills
J. Nicholson
0. Potter
H. Ross
A. J. H. Saw
1H. Stewart
A. Bunvill

(Telter.)
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Amendment thus negatived.

Hon. T. CORNELL: I am sorry that mom-
benB have not seen fit to stand up for
the privileges of this Chamber. I repeat my
protest against this iniquitous system of re-
distribution whicb, in any future redistri-
bution, will be accepted as a guide for the
commissioners. Tme most charitable View
to be taken of the attitude revealed to-night
is that Some menbors -are afraid that if the
'Bill has to go back to the Assembly it will he
lost.

Clause put and a division takeni with the
following result: -

Ayes - - . -- 1
Noes . - - - 6

Majority for 5

Hom,
Ham
Ron,
Hot.
Ron.
Ron,.

Ares.
A. Burv)il Mon.
H. P. Colebsteb Book.
J7. Duffel) Mon.
A. 14oetl Han.
J7. M4. Macfarlane Hon.
.7. HNills

A.
H.

..

Potter
Rose
J7. H. Saw
Stewart
Nicholson

(Teller-)

NoESm
Hon. F. A. Baglin Moo, ft. Seddon
Hot. .. Cornell Hon. Rt. G. Ardagb
Hon. E. H. Harris (Teller.)
Hon. J. W. Kirwan*I

Clause thus passed.

Clause 11-agreed to.

Schedule:
Ron. J. CORNELL: I move en amend-

ment-
That ''Hfannans" be struck out from

Clause 2 of the Schedule.
The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: In

Clause 4 of the Bill there is a proviso that
the quota in the central goldfields districts
shall not exceed the quota hr7 the agricultural
districts. In the central goldfields the quota
may be smaller, hut it may not be larger than
that for the agricultural area. I am sure
that distinct advantage is quite sufficient to
warrant leaving Hannans in its proper group.

Hon. E. H. HRBIS: I support the amend-
meat. Hannans, being n scattered electorate,
is altogether different from Kalgoorlie and
Boulder, with which it is grouped. Notwith-
standing what the Minister has said, I see
no reason why Hannans should not be in-
cluded in the mining areas.

Amendment put and negatived.
Schedule put and passed.
Title-agreed to.

Bill reported without amendment.

The -MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: I
move-

That the Committee's report be adopted.
Hon- J. W. KIRWALN: I would like to

make a personal explanation. While the Bil

was in Committee I intimated that I would
ask for its recommittal to consider a rather
important amendment which the Chairman of
Committees indicated was out of order as I
proposed to move it. I would like to infornm
those members who desired to vote on my
amnendment that I endeavoured to put it in a
form acceptable under the Standing Orders.
I. consulted unofficially with the Chairman
bat he thought it would not be acceptable.
That view is probably correct, because it was
an extremely difficult matter. In the early
stage I asked the Leader Of the oDuseB to
adopt the only coarse which would enable me
to move the amtendment and test the feeling
of the House, bat he did not see his way to
allow the postponement of certain clauses
which would have enabled me to do that.
However, this is my reason fur not proceeding
further,

Question put and passed.

Third Reading.
13111 read a third time and passed-

BILL-MIN'ER'S PETHISIS.

Assembly 'a Message.
Message from the Assembly received end

read notifying that it had agreed to the
Council's amendment.

BILL-PENSIONERS (RATES
EXEMPTION).-

Assembly'Is Message.
Message from the Assembly, notifying that

it had agreed to the amendment made by the
Council subject to an amendmient, now con.
sidered.

In Committee.
Hon. J. Ewing in the Chair.

Council's anmendment-Clanse 2.-Strike
out all the words after the figures ''1919 '' in
line four, and insert the following words:-
''the water, stormwater, and sewerage rates,
meter rent, Sanitary and pan rates in respect,
of laud of which he is in occupation as owner.
The payment of such rates shall be deferred,
and the same shall be payable only on the sale
of the property or the death of the pensioner,
but in the meantime they shall become a first
charge on the property, subject to any rights
of a mortgagee existing ot the date of the
passing of this Act.''

Assembly 's amnendmenut on Council 's amend-
ment-Insert the word "health" between the
words "meter rent" and "1sanitary,"1 in the
third and fourth lines.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: The
amendment does not alter the purpose of the
Bill. If wre exempt pensioners from the vai-
oils rates enumera ted, we may as well in-
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elude the health rate. We cannot consistently
refuse to accept the amendment. I move-

That the Assembly's amendment be
agreed to.
Question put and] passed; the Assembly's

amendment on the Council's amendment
agreed to.

Resolution reported, the report adopited
and a message accordingly returwed to the
Assembly.

BILL-AP-ROPRIATION,

Second Reading.

Debate resumned 'from tlue previous day.

Hon. F. A. BAGLIN1 (West) [12.351; 1
voice my protest against the growing prac-
tice of the Government of bringing down fin-
portant Bills at ,the eleventh hour and ex-
pecting members to curtail their speeches,
or to give a silent vote upon them. At the
present moment there are only seven members
in the Chamber. The preamble to the Bill
refers to the supply whuich "we have cheer-
fully granted Your 'Majesty," the amounts
being £2,603,897 I roiui Consolidated Rev-
enue, £74,538 fronm Trust Fund, f-3,093,050
from General Loan Fond, and £E200,000 from
the public account for advance to Treasurer.
The total is about six Millions of money, and
we are asked to authorise this expenditure at
this late hour of the session end with so few
members in their places. We are asked to
hsnd over this huge amnounit to an incompeatent
Government vdho squander the money. f
meinbers arc content to carry on the busines
of tlue eountry in that way wvithout raising
aniy protest, that is their concern. I for one
certainly object to it, because it is a matter
of great importance to the country. We have
heard Much criticism of the present Govern-
ment. We have been told that they are not
eonmpetent to handle the finances of the
State. When the Labour Party wvere in
power, the people were told that a Govern-
ment of business acumen and ability were re-
quired to handle the State's affairs, and yet
the present Government have been strongly
criticised oii the score of business acumen and
ability. To-night we are asked to grant them
another six millions of money and members
are not sufficiently interested to raise sny-
protest against the granting of it. Those
members who have condemned the Govern-
ruent's muethods of finance have now a golden
opportunity to refuse to grant this appro-
priation, but they retrain from doiug so.
They are inconsistent; they do not ring true
when the test is applied. One wonders whether
such memtbers were genuine in the speeches
they have made condemning the Government,
seeing that when the tinme has come to hand
over another huge SUM of money to the pre-
sent. incompetent Government, they are ab-
sent from the House. I do not cheerfully
give to the Government another six Millions
of money.

Hon. T1. Ihsing: They are improving the
finances.

Hon. F, A. BAGLIN: So they should be,
but how are they doing it? During the La-
bour regime at certain amnount of money ws
put into sinking fund and the present Govern-
muent are fortunate enough to be reaping the
benefit of the seed then sown by the Labour
Government. Money was borrowed in those
years at a low rate of interest, and now a
much higher rate of interest is being earned
by that money. The G-overnment no doubt will
take credit f or the imuprovemnet in the position,
huEf T do not concede them the credit. It is
just a bit of luck which has come their way.
We are told that the deficit this year is likely
to be reduced by one-bali. If that is accom-
plished, it will not be due to the efforts of
the present Government. It will he due to a
set of circumstances for which the Govern-
ment are not responsible. They cannot take
the credit for it, It is due to past Govern-
mnits and the fortunate circumstances which
have arisen. Past Governments have estab-
lished a sinking fund for loans which have
been raised at a low rate of interest, and the
present Government have been able to lend
out that money at a higher rate of interest.

The MINVISTER FOR EDUCATION
(Hon. If. P. Colebate-East-in reply)
rl-z.461: I should like to make some refer-
enic to the remarks of Mr. Taovekin regard-
ins- the migrtion scheme.

Hon. J. Ewing-. Rear, hear!
Tine MIENISTER FOR EDUCATION: The

position was this: The Prime 'Minister re-
cognising the great nteed there was for
increasedl population throughout Australia and
animiated too, I have no doubt, by the de-
plorable position in the Old Country; convened
at conference of all the Premiers for the
purpose of discussing the great and imiportant
question of immigration. It is to the credit
of' Western Australia that the Premnier of
this State was the only mani whoe was pre-
pared with a schieme, and ready at once to
step into the breach to assist the Common-
xscaith and Imperial Governments. Following
unon that the Premier of this4 State went to
England and made his arrangements there.
I believe that had the Premiers of thne other
States been equally prepared rith a scheme
so doubt the n-hole of the Premiers would
have gone Home together. Hlad they dlone so
it is quite possible that, with the weight of
representation, even hetter arrangements than
tkoae we have been abl2! to make woiilj have
been effected. No% doubt they would have
achieved a greater amount of success. That
this did not happen is not anly fault of the
Premier of this State. it is cle to tme action
of the Premier in gaung to London and Vze-
tig this rn-heme through that Australiat is
now following his example. I have ":'ffieienit
faith in the fairness -if the Inipfrinll and
Commonwealth Oovorsr-uents to believe that if
at any time variations nn,? nsatl in the agree-
ments arrived at with the different States on
this important matter of imnuisratien. nLo
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benefit will be given to the other States which
Western Australia will no)t share. I think
the Commonwealth and the Imperial Govern-
mieats recognise they are uud'ir an obligation
to Western Austra'i for iuitiatingr a scheme
which is so very much ut-eded both fromt the
Imperial and Australian ploints of view. The
lion. itahier asked mae to make inquiries con-
ecning L.A.D. settlers being allowed to sub-

scribe to the woollen mills. That question
lias been fully answered in the Legislative
Assembly' The Government will not pro-
vide any money for I.A.B. settlers to sub-
scribe for shares in the woollen mills. If
the I.ABD. settler has mioney to expend the
Oi emnent will permit him to subscribe for

shares and not otherwise. I do not intend to
deal at any length with the remarks of Mr.
Kirwan. There is very little difference he-
tween us and I feel that if the lion. member
and I were asked to co-operate in putting up
a ease for the better treatment of Western
Australia at the hands of the Commonwealth,
we- would not be found to be quarrelling upon
any of tlit points. When, however, he quotes
tlhe indebtedness of Victoria as being £69
per head and that of Western Australia £124
be alits to mention the fact that in Vic-
toria, activities such as harbours, wvater sup-
plies, traums aad other things, which here are
included as State activities in our public
debt, are entirely excluded from the public
debt of Victoria. They are under trusts and
such-like bodies, and appear under different
headings.

IHan. .1. W. Kirwan. That is so, but the
Minister has so often said that, I thought it
was unnecessary to repeat it.

The MiTNTSTER FOR EDUCATION:, I
,also wvish to say a few words in defence at
the figures put up by Mr. Owen in regard to
Customs duties collected ia this State. In
1019 Mr. Owen put up certain figures. His
nietliod of arriving at them was attacked.
'In my opinion he satisfactorily defended his
method. Last year a Royal Commission was
-appointed £-omprisinq members of this and
au'othcr pla:ce. 31r. Kirwan was one of thiese.
That commission summoned before it Mr.
Owen, and with the permission of the Gov-
ernment hie went. The Commission employed
]him and instructed him to go into the matter
again. T have yet to learn that they ques-
tinned the method by which Mr. Owen had
previously arrived at his results.

Hyon. J. W. Kirwan: T do not know any-
thing about it.

The, INSTER FOR EDUCATION:
With the experience of the criticism which
his 1919 report received Mr. Owen again
went into the matter exhaustively, and sub-
mitted a fur-ther report to the Commission.

Hon. .7. W. Kirwan: I have not seen it.
The IUNffTSTER FOR EDUCATIO.N: I

know it does not depart substantially from
the figures that hie put foirardl in 1919. I
hare yet to learn that the Commission has
questioned his sceuracy, although it must be
within the knowledge of the Commission that
having completed his workt and handed in 'his

report, Mr. Owen has gone out of the Country.
The hon. member laid stress on the consumP-
Lion of liquor on the golddields in the early
days as compared With the consu1Mption at the
present time. To-day there is collected in
Western Australia as Customs and Excise
duty on the consumption of alcohol a
greater sumi per bead as compared ivith
the remainder of the population of the
Conunonwealtl than the amiount that West-
ern Australia receives by way of special
grant fromt the Commonwealth. -We to-day
receive £120,000, which is something like 6su.
or 7s. per head more than the other States
of the Commonwealth receive by way of
special grant. On that one item alone, alco-
holic liquor, the Commonwealth has collected
in Customs and Excise more than 7e. per
head from the people of Western Australia
in excess of the collections from the other
States.

Hon. JS. W. Kirwan: Where dues the Min-
ister get the collections in Western Australial
There are no official records kept 9

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: I
obtained these figures from Mr. Bennett.

Hon. J. W. Kirwani: They are basged on
Mr. Owen's fignresf

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: Not
at all, but on the actual figures of the con-
sumption.

Hon. 3. W. IKirwan: But no official record
is kept.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: I do
not intend to argue the matter. I suggested
that with the information at the disposal of
the Treasurer-I was speaking ats bis mouth-
piece-it was expected that the position for
January would be fromt 160,000 to £80,000
better than it was for January of lat yea;,
which would mean that f or the first seven
months of the year the position would be
£200,000 better than far the flirst seven months
of last year. January has just expired, and
instead of being £60,000 or £80,000 hotter
than the January of last year, it nwns £93,000
better, and the position for the first seven
months of the year, instead of being £200,000
better than for the previous seven month.,
was £E213,000 better. We shall lose as a re-
sult of the action of this House £40,000 which
we expected to obtain under the H~osuitals
Bill. That may prevent us from achieving
our ambition of cutting down our year's
deficit by one-half, for that sum was included
in the estimated revenue for the year.

Question put and passed.
Bill r-ead at second time.

Tn Committee.

Hon. J. Ewing in the Choiir; the Minister
for Edueatian in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1-3-agreed to.

Schedules A-E-agreed to.

Schedule P:
Hon. 3. CORNELL: Under the heading of

the Premier 's Department there appear de-
tails of the expenditure uPon Royal and other
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Commissioners of inquiry. The total expen-
4llturo is £4,087. I should lik to know if
members of the Forestry Commission were
paid. I see that it cost the State £754.
The Federal Constitution Commission has cost
L584, which is a large awin. Members of that
Commission sit only once as a joint select
committee and once as a Commission, and
examined one witness. How was this mioney
expended I One cannot help contrasting some
of these Commissioners with the War Gratuity
Bonds Commission, irwhich cost £162. By
means of that inquiry many diggers obtained
restitution fronm the highway robbers who had
been taking thenm down, and these highway
robbers were as a consequence shown up. This
Commission is deserving not only of the grati-
tudo of the diggers, but of the State.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: The
Forestry Commission was not en honorary
Royal Commission. It was appointed as the
result of a mrotion in the Legislative Assemn-
Nly.

Ron. J. Cornell: Is the report avaable?
The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: It

'was made available a. long time ago. Some
of the recommendations contained in it have
been put into operstion mid others are being
considered.

Non. J. Cornell: Is it available to memn-
bers here?

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: I
cannot say. The Federal Constitution Royal
Commission was an honorary Commission, and
none of the members was paid. The expendi-
ture represents almost entirely 'Mr. Owen's
salary.

En. T. Cornell: What fort
The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: At

the Royal Commission's request Mr. Owen
was handed over to them. He was engaged
exclusively on their work for many months.

Ron. J. CORNELL: Though not desiring
to reflect personally on Mr. Owen, or on the
members of the Commission, I 'wish to men-
tion that I objected to Mr. Owen's appoinit-
ment. It would be better if Mr. Owen were
given this atmount as a gratuity, and not as
payment for the work he did. Are the Com-
missioners still functioning?

Hon. A. J. H. Saw: They are in a condition
of catalepsy.

Hoa. 3. CORNELL: The Royal Commission
should be dismissed without notice. On
page 8 of this schedule appear a number
of compassionate allowances. I happen
to know the rirt-nistanees of somne of the
pple who participate in them. Seeing
that the allowances total £3,766, I should like
to know how they are arrived at. One lady,
whose husband died as a servant of the State
-his death occurring in somewhat regrettable
circumistances--receives £89 3s, 1id., wvhile
another compassionate allowance to the widow
of a civil servant who held a good -position
is five times as great. The procedure in ar-
riving at the amount to be allowed appears
extraordinary. T would prefer shutting

down on the whole system unless some altera-
tion is made in the method of fixing allow-

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: I
know the hon. member will not expect me to
know the details of all these cases. Compas-
sionate allowances are, however, governed
by regulations and paid in accordance with
regulations. Particulars of any ease can, if
desired, be furnished to the hon. member;
and he will find that the regulations have
been complied with. I happen to know the
reason for the small amount in one case. It
was that the officer elected to take a pension.

lion. T. CORNELL: Theo subject is a dis-
tasteful one to debate. In the amount for
contingencies of the Minister for Agriculture
there is an item, I'Compensation for poisoning
of cow, £40."' That sents a large amount
for a cow. Whose cow was it, and under
what (iircliifstances was the cow poisoned?

Schedule put and passed.
Schedules G, H-agreed to.
Preamble, Title-agreed to.
Bill reported without amndment, and the

report adopted.

Third reading.
Bill read a third time, and passed.

SELECT COMMITTEE-FISHING
INDUSTRY.

To adopt Report.
Debate resumed from the 23rd January, on

the motion by Hon. F. A. Baglin, "That the
report; be adopted."

Hon. F. A. BAGLIN (West-ia reply)
[1.13 a.m.]: I rather regret having moved
the adoption of the report. The opposition
offered to the adoption amounts practically to
a declaration that the carrying out of the
select committee's recommendations would
mean the establisment of another State
trading concern. Members who think so,
however, cannot have perused the report. I
forgive Mr. Lovekin. for his remarks, because
I am sure that he had not read the report
before he spoke. In no part of the select
committee's recommendations is there any
sLueh suggestion as that another State trad-
ing concern be established. Under the
heading of "'Supply and demand" the re-
Port1 says.-

A demand for fish substantially greater
that that which obtains at present could
only be met by the utilising of our deep-sea
resources. Consequently, when the increased
demand warrants such a course, trawlers
may be employed. It is therefore recom-
mended that a trawler be purchased by the
State, and placed in commission to eon-
tinue the research work suspended by the
wreck of the s. ''Penguin."'

That suggestioa is supported by ths Chief
Inspector of Fisheries, and surely mem-
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hers will accept the evidence of an officer
holding such a high position. When Mr. Al-
drich was asked if he thought steam trawlers
could be worked successfully, on the coast,
he replied, ''Yes, particularly on the south,
coas.'' He was asked if he could give the
committee any information regarding Gov-
ernment trawling, and he stated that the
"Penguin" was the only boat used in con-
nection, with the work cad that had she not
been wrecked, the trawling operations would
have proved successful. Acting on the evi-
dence of the Chief Inspector, the committee
recommended the Government to put on a
trawler for this wot1K. If it is ad-
visable for the Government to engage in
research work in connection with the timber
indnstry, the mining induistry, and so forth,
surely the committee did not go beyond their
scope when they asked for research work in
connection with the fishing industry. Deal-
ing with "distribution" the committee re-
ported-

In order that the vital matter of distri-
bution may be put on & proper basis, muni-
cipalities or approved co-operative societies
should be encouraged to establish retail
shops in Perth, Fremantle, and Midland
Junction simultaneously with the taking
over of the wholesale business, and others
should be opened from time to time when
required, arrangements being made where-
by dealers may obtain quantities of fish at
customary trade rebates.

We do not say that the Government should
establish fish shops, as Mr. Lovekin remarked.
Let hon. members look at the report and no-
where will they find it stated that the Gov-
ernment should do that work.

Bon. G. Potter: What about the distri-
bution of fruit I

Hon. F. A. BAGflN: Exactly. Then
again, is it wrong for the Government to sub-
sidise freezing works at Freman~tle to assist
those who are engaged in growing lambs for
shipment overseas? Surely it is only right
that the Government should be asked to en-
courage the distribution of fish in the way we
suirgest. The committee in their report also
state--

Your committee arc of the opinion that
the first step towards effective distribution
is the establishment of cool storage facili-
ties and of distributing depilts, and the en-
couragement of co-operative societies es-
tablished for that purpose.

The only objection that hase been raised to
the report is that it means the establishment
of another State enterprise. Hon. members
cannot p)oint to any portion of the report and
sayv that we have recommended any such
course. The only thing we have asked is
that the Government should put into com-
minsion a trawler to carry on the research
work which was started with the s-s. ''Pen-
guin.'' As to a question of prices, the re-
port states-

Your committee recommend that some
board or authority should be appointed to

fix the price of fish to the producer, say,
ev-ery three months, and the same 15oard
should have power to decide what the retail
price should he to the public.

We- had a board fixing the price of wheat for
a long time, and if it is right to fix the price
of w~heat, why it is wrong to fix the price of
fish? The committee also discussed the ques-
tin of transport. We brought down. a coam-
preberisive scheme for the consideration of the
Government and the House. The committee
did not imagine for one moment that if the
House adopted the report, the Government
would be forced to put the whole scheme into
operation at once? That would hie done piece-
locnl. When the Government introduced a
Bill to authorise thre construction of the JTar-
nadup-Dennmark railway, they told us that it
was not intended to construct the line as a
whole, but they intended to proceed with it
piecemeal. That is exactly what we believed
would be dlone in connection with the fishing
industry. WVe merely set out what should be
done, leaving it to the Government to decide
how much they would proceed with at any
time. Dealing with the question of transport,
we recontmenced the provisioni of a fast trans-
port vessel. This particularly affects the
fishermen at Geraldton. They lose much time
through having to sail baekwards amd f or-
wards hetween the port and the fishing
grounds. If such facilities for transport as
we suggest were provided,, the vessel could
pick up the catches from the various boats,
and bring the fish to a port, thus relieving the
fishermen of the necessity for doing that work
themselves. The cost of the vessel would
be a charge against the fishermen. It would
be of considerable advantage to the fisbernicen,
because of the reat loss of time that
would be avoided. The report refers to
Manulurah. At the present time fishermenu
there have to scud their catches hy motor
ear to Pinjarrac, whence it is rald to
the Perth muarket. The natur-al market for
the fish from 1\laad,,,al, is at Fremantle, and
if a light railway v-crc laid down it would
not only serve the purpose of tlse fishing in-
dustry, by bringing the catches expeditiously
to the Premnutle market, hut it would open
uip a lot of valunable land for market gar-
dening, dairying, and Po forth. As to the
method of establishment, we said there were
three possible methods, (1) private enter-
prise; (2) Government control complete, and
(3) co-operative societies under Government
tutelage. The committee clearly set out that
the third method was the one that should be
adopted. Mr. Lovekin had a lot to say about
the word ''tuelage.'' If hie haed looked up
the derivation of the word he would have seen
it simply meant ''Government protection.' -
There are other- concerns which have been
''wet nursed'' under Government protection,
industries wlhich would have languished with-
out tlhat support. Butter factories through-
out the State could have been established
without Government assistance. I applaud
the Government for having extended that
aid]. All the committee ask is that co-opera-
tive societies be formed to encourage the fish-
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ig industry and that the Government afford AVIS.
them a certain amount of protectianu. Regard-
ing markets, members are prubnbly aware of
what happens at Geraldton. There is no comn-
pe-tition regarding the marketing, because the
Cernldton people are compelled to send their
fish over the Midland Railway Co's line. The
advantage, of course, is that the fish are con-
veyed to Perth by night, whereas if they go
over the long route via the Wongan Hills line,
it is a day journey. Evidence shows that in
eider to compite with the Governierv line e
Msidland Company reduced their freights, for
everything except fish, awl they have a special
rate for that commodity. The company will
not carry less than 2 tonls, and if a mail has
not that quantity' , lie has, to pay for the full
2 tonls. The committee recommend that
representations be made to the corn-
pany in connection with the matter. As
to the question of opening up the bar at '%all-
durah, Nfr. Holmes had a lot to say about
the test. Mr. Rundle, a Government officer,
has beens to Mkandu mab in connection wvith this
question tiid lie estimated that £1,000 would
ho all that was necessary to open the bar.
It would be nece."ary to extend the break-
water to make a permanent job, and he
estimated later that the whole work could be
carried out for from £1,000 to £2,000. With
the opening of the bar the fish, particularly
the sea mullet, would come into the estuary
during the spawning season. In those circum-
stances, there would be a chance for the re-
rival of the indulitry. Despite what Air.
Holmes may have to say oil the matter, I be-
lieve that would be the position, and I refer,
in support of my contention, to the evidence
of W. Tuckey, who established a canning fac-
tory at 'Mandurali.

Hon. E. Rose: Would it not be necessary
to stop net fishing in the spawning seasoaW

Ron. P. A. BAGLIN: No. The committee
have gone exhaustively into the question of
netting. The difficulty they find is that too
small a mesh is being used. Nothiag less
that a 1-inch mesh should be permitted.
The committee were unaimnously of opinion
that the Fremantle fish markets should be
taken over lby the Government. The market
and the jetty 'were built by the Public Works
Department, and if they are to be properly
utilised they should be handed over to the
Fisheries Department. However, in vie"- of
the motion in my name on the Notice Paper,
I do not wish to say anything more about
that just nowv. The committee do Dot recom-
mend that the Government should buy trawl-
ers and put them into fishing, but we do ask
that at least one trawler should be acquired
for the purpose of research work. I trust the
report of the committee w~ill be adopted.

Question put and a division taken with the
following reslt:-

Ayes .. -- -- 4
Noes 11...i

Majority against..

Hon. IL . Ardagh
Hon. J. Cornell
Ho.. G. Potter

non.
Hon.
HOn.
Hon.
lion.
Hon.

H. P. Colebatch
J. Dufifel]
J. Ewing
E. H. Harris
J. W. Kirwan
A. Loveki,

M on. F. A. BaglinI (Teller.)

Goia.
HOEn.
Hon,
Hon.
[HOn.
non.

3.
E.

A.

Mille
Rose
Seddon
Stewart
ilurvill

(TellerI

Question thus negatived.

MOTION-FREMANTLE FISH1 MARKET
BY-LAW.

To disallow amendments.

Debate resumed from 19th September, 1922,
on the following motion by Hon. F. A. Bag-
lin: ''That the amendments of Bly-law No.
96, made by the Fremantle Municipality and
laid oil the Table of this House on the 27th
July ]last, be and arc hereby disallowed."

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION (Hon.
H. P. Colebatch-East) (1.37): 1 hope the
holl. member will not press this motion.
Whilst, for reasons which I indicated when
speaking on the previous motion, I was un-
able to vote for the adoption of the select
committee's report, I recognise that the comn-
mnittee did really good work, and I repeat
the undertaking previously given that I will
see to it that this matter is investigated by
the two departments concerned. The select
committee have brought under notice a con-
dition of affairs which ought not to exist.
But the disallowance of this regulation would
mean a disallowance of the percentage on
purchases. I am in accord with Mr. Baglin
when he says it is not fair that the Fremantle
Municipal Council shuld charge that per-
centage, collect the revenue and take no re-
sponsibility for the upkeep of the markets.
On the other hland, I do not think the per-
centage charged is too great, because it should
be sufficient to keep the buildings in repaii.
If the bell. member will agree not to press
the motion, I will see that the matter is
thrashed out between the two departments,
so that if this revenue is raised it will not
be raised without an obligation on the part
of those who receive it to maintain the nmar-
ket in good repair.

Hoan. F. A. BAGLIN (West-in reply)
[1.40]: Unfortunately I am compelled to
di sagree with the Minister, because if ever
dues were extorted it is in this instance. At
present the Freviantle Municipal Council is
levying 21, per cent, without reudering any
service whatever. Surely we cannot allow
that to continue! The only services rendered
by the council are those of light arnd water,
and the evidence before the committee proved
that the total cost per annum of the light and
water was about £25, whereas the 211/ per cent.
represents to the municipal council £375 per
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annum. During the last 10 or 12 Years thle
municipal council have bad control of the
buildings and jetty,' and have collected some-
thing like £2,400, thle whole of which has
beeni paid into thle council's general revenue
and used on footpaths and in administrative
expenses, nothing having been spent on re-
pairs to the market and jetty. Even Mr.
Brown, the inspector at Fremantle, said the
building and jetty were in an utter state of
disrepair and that if something be not done
quickly the whole structure will fall down.
The Works Department have failed to insist
upon the municipal council keeping the pro-
perty in repair.

Ho,,. G. Potter: They have repaired it
once themselves.

Hon. F. A. BAGILIN: That is so. Alt
the realt charge(] against the council is Is.
per annum, The annual turnover in the
markets represents £V5,000, on whichl 21/s per
cent. returns £375. That is without taking
into account all the crayfish handled. When
the Council had their own auctioneer they
charged the fishermien 614 per rent., and the
average receipts were £68 a year. When they
attempted to lease the market they received
an offer of £300 a, year. It was found, howv-
ever, that the market could not be leased
without the consent of the Government, and
the Gov-ernuient wisely refused consent. An
auctioneer is now selling the fish; the Council
is getting 2%/- per cent., and the auctioneer
thinks hie ought to get an additional 604
per cent. The 2% per cent, is too high and
-the regulation should be disallowed. The
select committee say that I per cent. only
shouild be charged which would give the
council a net return of £150 a year, exclu-
sive of crayfish, the returns from which
would] cover the cost of lighting and water.
The auctioneer keeps a man who is respon-
sible for cleaning the market, and the council
do nothing at all. It is said that the build-
ing is in such a statc of disrepair that it will
cost £2,000 to put it in order. The council
have received £2,400 *hich has been paid
into their revenue and used for the making
of roads and footpaths, whereas it should
have been used to keep the market in repair.

The Minister f or Education: Do the select
committee say that the regulation should be
disallowedt

Ron. F. A. JIAGLIN: Yes.
The Minister for Education: 'If that is so,

I shall not oppose the motion.

Question put and passed.

BTI-MINING ACT AMEND)MENT.
All Stages-

Received from the Assembly and read a
first time.

Second Reading.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION
(Hon. H. P. Colebatchi-East) tl.49J in
moving the second reading said: I regret

very mnuch that at this late hour of the night
it should be nccessary to ask the indulgence
of the House to make a personal explanation,
but I would 'tot be justified in moving the
second reading of this Bill without making
an explanation. When the Bill was under
consideration in a"other place, a statement
was tumle by Mr. Underwood that M.YDurack,
the 'Minister for Education (Mr. Colebateb)
and 'Mr. George Mile;s,.C were deeply
interested in an oil lease. He also said that
when Messrs. Durack, Colebatch and Miles
went through the Kimberleys they paid Mr.
Okes £3,000 or £4,000 and became the owners
of the Okes, Thirnek oil leases. This morning
I wrote to Mr. Underwood in the following
terms-

'In this morning's "West Australian,"
I notice two statements made by you when
discussing the amending Mining Bill in
Committee in the Legislative Assembly last
night. The first is ''Ithat Mr. Durack, the
Ministcr for 'Education (Mr. H. P. Cole-
batch) and Mr. George Miles, MVLLC., are
deeply interested in an oil lease" a nd the
second, "that when Messrs. flurack, Cole-
hatchl and Miles had gone through the Kim-
berley;, they paid Mr. Okes £3,000 or
£4,000 and became owners of the Gins,
Durack oil leases." Not only are these
statements, so far as I am concerned,
utterly untrue, but they are without the
faintest shadow of foundation. I am not,
and never hare been, interested to the ex-
tent of one single sixpence in any oil lease.
When we were going through the ]Kimrber-
lays, the question of the purchase of Mr.
Okes' lease was never mentioned to me by
anyone, nor has it ever been mentioned to
me since. T have no idea who purchased
the lenses, nor for what amount, and I have
not at any time had the faintest interest
iii these leases or in any other oil syndicate
or company, or in ny person, syndicate,
or company in any way interested in any
leaso or concession from the Government.
T am not even aware of the name of a
single shareholder in the Okes, flurack
Company, excepting that I assume 11r.
Durack himself to be a shareholder.

Y have been informed that this afternoon Mr.
Underwood, from his place in the Assembly,
said he unreservedly accepted my assurance
and expresed his deep regret that he had
made this statement. .Mr. Underwood also
came to me personally :and gave me a similar
assurance, and expressed his regret that he
hed made the statement. I had to make my
position clear to the Hrouse, because obviously
it would be impossible for me to deal with
legislation of this kind if I were interested.
Since I have been a member of the Ministry,
I have had no interest either direct or indirect
in any lease, license or concession or anything
else, for the simple reason that I hold it to be
the duty of a Minister to keep himself en-
tirely free in order that he might be able
to discuss in Cabinet or Parliament matters
of this kind without the slightest possible
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chance of being influenced in any'way by any
personal interest. The Bill is a brief one
and it is intended to adjust two or three
miatters not of very great moment, but still
all-important in regard to oil prospecting and
tributing, and land held out of use by the
granting of tailings leases. The Act was
passed in the closing houta of the 1920
session. I understand it is intended to make
considerable amendments to the Act in future.
The present Bill deals only with matters of'
urgency. Clause 2 proposes to insert a pro-
vision in Section 6 of the Act as followa.

Provided that such rights shall not ex-
tend to Crown lanids below the suzfsee of
land alienated in fee simple to a limited
depth.

This merely carries out the intention of the
Act. It is admitted by the holders of leas
that 'they fully understood this was the case,
but in at least one instance trouble has arisen
between the owner of the fee simple and the
lease prospector. It is thought that by
making this amendment, which is in conform-
ity with the spirit and intention of the Act
and is generay accepted by lessees, any
further trouble will be obviated. Clause 3
prbvides that; the warden who bears the
evidence as to the cancellation of a license
shall forward to the Minister his report and
recommendation as well as the evidence as
is done in all eases of forfeiture heard by -a
warden. Thus this will merely be carrying
out a well establishied principle in regard to
mining cases- Clause 4 sets forth that if any
person reports an indication that inay lead
to the discovery of oil in payable quantities,
the Minister may grant to the discoverer a
reward not to exceed one half of the royalty
when payable, the Government and the per-
mit-holder bearing this on 3 50/50 basis.
This discretion shall not be exercised if an
agreement is made betweeu. the licensee and
the discoverer. This is done to encourage
boundary riders, stockmen and others to re-
port indications rather thant cover them up.
Uf they report such indications they
should receivo some -reward. clause 5
fixes the royalties payable nder Teases at
5 per cent. of output or of the sales, at the
Miister's diseretin, for the first five years
and 10 per cent, for the remainder of the
termi. This is really the reason. for the 'Bill
as permit holders re anxious to know what
they will have to pay. This is the most im-
port-nut provision of the Bill and it is essen-
tial that some such legislation be enacted.
Clause 6 deals writh the reservation of the oil
basin and stipulates that after n permit
holder has selected his MO0-acre and two
48-ac-re arewus, the balance may be surveyed
into bloc-ks and sold by public auction. The
auction should give the State a good
Premium. Clause 7 extends the rights of
lessees and licensees to bitumen and otlher
petroleum residues. The other provisions
relate to trihuting and they are perhaps the
most urgent, because the existing Act is
precluding the employment of a niymber of

persons who otherwise would be employed.
I sin assured that these amendments are,
dc-sired by all1 parties. On at least one miine,
the Perseverance, all the tributes are for
blocks of ground that expire on the same
el-ate. Six Months is tlCc m1hiium period
with six mionths' noti.e afterwards. That
:s the provision of the Act. The comupany-
may shut down at the expiration of aIUy
.-e-r, but they coui. i cit carry "n if sue
tributes expired at diffrent elates, bjecause
they have a big treatment plant to run. The
cinfany will not let any tributes betwe-en
Inkcs, and cannot ex'mnad the area tif blocks
let. Thus, at least 2. 0 to 'It) men are idle,
w~aiting for the end of the term in order to
get new tributes. The clause will permit
of icew ground being lot for tie balance of
the term, and also a now tribute subject to
the approval of the w,%arien. Clause 9 re-
lates to tailings leases, which are ranted
to protect residues until i he owvner can treat
them.* Such a lease is intended only to
protect the owner 's property, but it has had
the effect of closing much ground from
mining for gold. This clause will stilt pro-
tect the property, but will allow mining
below, subject to conditions which may be
imposed by the warden. This amendment
again is desired by all sections. I hope the
House will agree to the Bill. There are no
clausesi which can possibly do injury to any-
one, and the provisions particularly regard-
ing tributing will make for more profitable
employment on the goldfields, a thing we all
desire. I move--

That the Dill he now read a second time.

Hon. 3. W.- KIRWAN (South) [1.56]: It
is at pity that a Bill of this description
effecting iunportant amendments in our
mnining legislation should be brought before
the House at 2 o 'clock in the morning whea
we are all anxious to wind up the business
of the session. I saw the Bill for the first
time only a few minutes ago, and I confess
that it is impossible to get an intelligent
grasp of its purpose in the space of a few
minutes. The Bill itself seeks to amend an
Act that Is a remarkable example of the
result of ill-considered legislation. As the
Minister said, the Act was passed in the
closing hours of the 1920 session. One of
the moat important provisions of the 1920
measure had reference to the permits under
which oil leases were to be granted. If we
had thought that the effect of the provision
would be to give permission to prospect for
oil such enormous areas as were granted-
areas extending over 85,000 square miles, at
an annual charge of only £5 with an exclu-
sive right to prospect extending over 10
y-ears-the House would have hesitated be-
fore agreeing to the Bill. The measure
h~as not eacouraseed oil prospecting hut
has blocked it. The effect of the mnesa-
are was totally different from what we
eon templated when the Bill was before us.
I quite realise that, in order to attract
prospectors to search for oil, the discovery
of which would be of such immense benefit
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to the State and to Australia generally, it
is necessary to offer large areas, but I cer-
tainly think that areas extending evei
50,000 and 80,000 square nriles are alto-
gether beyond the bounds of reason. In the
Northern Territory areas were limited to
1,000 square miles. With the capital avail-
able for the prospecting of these areas, 1,000
square miles is a very big area indeed. Had huge
areas not been granted in Western Australia,
instead of having only two companies
prospecting in the northern parts of the
State, we might have had 20 or 30 corn-
panics prospecting, which would have been
so much better for the State and would have
greatly increased the chances of discovering
oil. It was rather lamentable that these
imlmense areas should have been shut up
from prospecting by anyone else than the
actual holders of the licenses. That is an

example of what may happen when we pass
rush legislation. I must confess I do not
feel competent to accept responsibility in
connection with this Bill, or to say I ami in
accord with all 'its provisions. There is this
advantage, that it has come to us from
another place where there are several mem-
bers representing minring constituencies, and
it also comes to us from the Minister for
Mines. But nll these things are not a
sufficient guarantee that the Bill is -what it
ought to be. It is very difficult at this
stage to know what to do with it. It seems
because of Printing difficulties we cannot
even amend it. Clause 5 deals with the
power to reward the discoverer of oil on
an area of which he is not the lien-
see. Under the original Bill any person
who searehes for or attempts to search for
mineral oil on any license in contravention

Of the rights of the licensee is guilty of an
offence and liable to a penalty of £50. Under
this Dill, in the event of oil being discovered
within a licensed area by a person other
than the licensee or a servant or agent of
the licensee, he may be rewarded in the
manner set forth. I should like the Minister
to explain the position, We must, however.
take the Bill upon trust at this late hour. We
can only fervently pray that it is better than
the Act which it seeks to amend, and will not
produce the undesirable results that the Act
and its administration have produced.

Hon. H. STEWART (South-East) [2.8
ain.]!± I ask members not to pass the second
reading of this Bill. I cannot say I have
much objection to many of the clauses con-
tained in it, hut we have not had time to
consider any of them. Clause 4 is in itself
sufficient justification for rejecting the Bill,
especially when we follow the history 'relating
to the 1920 Act. Tt is highly undesirable
to make any amendment to the Mining Act
without very careful cinsideration.

Ron. J1. W. Kirwan: The clauses relating
to other than oil licenses are important. We
do not want to lose the Bill.

Hon. H. STEWART: Are they so fin.

1 )ortantl
Hon. J1. W. Kirwan: I think so.

lion. H. STEWART: I think they are
desirable, but the Minister has told us there
is nothing really urgent about them.

The Minister for Edncation: I say there
is urgency.

Ron. H. STEWART: Members will re-
call what took place in 1920. A Bill amend-
ing the Act was opposed by certain members
here. It consisted of two sections, one deal-
ing with oil and the other with tributing.
When that was being considered there were
fewer members in the Chamber than there are
here to-night. It is not right that this should
be the state of affairs when legislation such
as this comes forward. Within 12 months
after the passing of the Act of 1920 an
amending Bill was brought forward relating
to tributing, and this embodied the amend-
ments which it was sought in this Chamber
to put into the 1920 Act. The Government
would not consider those amendments at the
time and work was practically held up until
the new Bill was introduced in 1921. Tn the
Governor's Speech 'at the opening of Paria-
rieat, when it is customary to forecast legis-
lation that the Government' deem advisable
to bring forward, no mention was made of an
amendment to the Mining Act as regards
either tributing or oil. There has been ample
time for the Government to find out if an
amendment was necessary. The Governor's
Speech contains the following paragraph: -

It is the intention of my advisers that
the work of Parliament during the present
session shall be devoted chiefly to the ques-
tions of finance and development, but there
are certain legislative matters urgently re-
quiring attention.

To summnaris these matters I will mention
the Licensing Act Amendment Bill, the
Closer Settlement Bill, the Hospitals Bill,
and an amendment to the Arbitration Act.
These were the matters of importance which
were forecasted as coming forward for the
consideration of Parliament. Of all these
Bills Parliament has passed one, which the
Leader of the House told us in introducing
it embodied two principles, one to reform the
liqnor trade and the other to obtain revenue.
Before the Licensing Bill reached this House
the Government sacrificed more than 50 per
cent, of the revenue they expected to get, and
instead of the Bill achieving reform it prob-
ably represents a retrograde step. The leiis-
lative achievement of the Government in
this direction is therefore a complete failure.
Now on practically the last day of the ses-
sion we have this Bill brought forward. I
cannot say- when the secend 'reading of the
Bill was moved in another place.

Hon. J. W. Eli-wan: I think yesterday.
Hon. H. STEWART: I have a shrewd

suspicion that it was moved yesterday. If it
was a matter of such importance, it is an out-
standing disgrace that it should have been
brought up before another place only last
night. That should bec sufficient to convince
this House that it is not a urgent measure.
Had it been urgent the Government would
not have delayed it so long.
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Hon. E. H. Harris: It wals foreshadowed
in July last.

Hon. n. STEWART: I call cec no men-
tin of it in the Governor's Speech, although
other legislation was foreshadowed there.
Twice since the 1920 Act wats passed I have
drawn attention to certain tlhings wich! were
taking ipIace in connection with the admninis-
tration of the Mining Act. There has been
certain adverse criticism in another place,
and these matters have also been brought
forward in the Press. If any amendment to
the Mining Act is considered desirable the
Minister for Mtines should have given Par-
liament ant opportunity of considering the
position and the result of past legislation.
Wien oil legislation "'as brought forward in
1920 the Minister for Mines placed onl the
Table of the House in the Assembly the cor-
resplondence between the representatives of the
Aknglo-Persin Oil Company and the Govern-
ment, and the correspondence %,ithm and the
views of the State Mining Engineer. The
Minister ipractieally blumffed another place.
He has a great. reputation for bluffing. He
bluffed them into the belief that the criti-
cism of the State Mining Enginleer was in
accordance with the principles sought to be
embodied i the Bill. It gave thme Govern-
ment power to permit of large areas being
held unier license for prospecting for oil.
These papers were at mty request also laid onl
the Table of this House when the Bill came
down. On that occasion T quoted the ad-
vice of the State Mining Engineer. He sug-
gested it wvas in the interests of the early dlis-
coverers Of Oil lit the State, that the poros-
pecting areas givenl under lierrne should be
of moderate extent, for the nmore people there
were looking for- oil the more likelihood there
was of their finding it. He also pointed out
that once people started upon tlhe more
serious work of boring and the work of hand-
ling the oil whenm discovered, the matter of
expense became a very important one-
Still, the opinion of the State Mining En-
gineer, the highest technical officer in the
,Nines Department, n-as that in the interests
of the early diseo'-ry of oil hero licenses
should be for moderate are-as, so that we
would have hundreds of people searching for
oil. Within a comparatively short time of
the measure being assented to, however, this
whole State was parcelled np as shown in the
lithograph I bold in my hand. A lice,,se for
91,440 square miles was granted nea-fr the
North-West Cape. Other licenses were granted
in the far North as follows,--O.P.R. 39,000
square miles, and O.PH. 2 and O.PMH. 3 over
80.000 square miles. Take, against those
figures. the fact, just mentioned by Mr. Kir-
wrat, that in the Northern Territory the limit
is 1,000 square miles. Except on the Address-
in-reply, Parliament has not yet had an oppor-
tunity of criticising the situation. The 1920
Act lays down that the fee for a license shall
lie L5. It makes no provision for the dis-
posal by a licensee of portion of his area to
other people. I have here documentary evi-
deuce, Press cuttings and so forth, showing

what hais taken place in connection with an
,;I! company holding leases which aggregate
o'er 80,000 square miles. With the permission
of the Minister, and subject to certain condi-
tions, the company in question subdivided
their area into four portions, two of which
they sublet to a subsidiary company for a
consideration of £5,00)0 cash and £50,000 in
fully-paid shares. This consideration they re-
ceivedl for portion of an area which they had
secured at a rental of 5 per anumm. The
Chambhcr has to consider whether those facts
disclose proper niethods of administration. It
seemus that the State has lost an opportunity
of either gaining more revenue or of keeping
a firner control over the operations of the
company. There is another aspect of the
matter. Under the Act licensees hare the
right, upon oil being discovered, and uipon the
oil basin being delineated, to a reward claim
of 640 acres, and also to two ordinary oil
l-eases of 48 acres each. Apparently this comn-
play which acquired Ereney's leases had the
right to two reward claims of 640 acres each,
.amd to two sets of ordinary, oil leases, each set
ccmiprising 96 acres.

The PRESIDENT: I hope the bon. member
will connect his remarks with the Bill.

Hon. H. STEWART: I have to deal with
the general tenor of the Bill. I understand
that I mnudt not restrict myself too closely to
a, particular clause or partienar clauses. In
dealing with time Dill T must also deal with
thme principal Act. My illustration goes to
show how Section 4 has allowed the present
condition of affairs to be created, and this
in a manner whmich does not permit of members
knowing exactly what is being done.

Hon. T1. W. Kinwar: The Act contains no
])rovision for a sub-lessee.

Hon. H-. STEWART: That is so. The Act
provides for the framing of regulations, but
T have no knowledge of any) regulations under
the Act haiving been laid on the Table here.

Hon. J. W. Kirwan: Section 16 says that
a lessee may transfer with the consent of the
Minister.

Hon. H. STEWART: Here is the most
relevant portion of a statement in this con-
auction, published in the ''West Australian''
of the' 13th April, 1922-

It should be the business of the Mines TV-
partmnent to encourage legitimate prospect-
ing, hut its achievements appear to have
ben mainly in the direction of encouraging
the dealing in options. At a meeting of the
Preney Kimberley Oil Company a few -weeks
ago the chairman of directors announced
that the Government had, '' subject to cer-
tain conditions,'' ranted the company an
extension of tenure to a total period of 10
years, instead of five years as originally pro-
vided. Pressed by a shareholder to disclose
the conditions of the extension, the Chair-
man replied: " There are very serious ob-
jections to stating that, and the directors
absolutely decline to ay what they are. In
no circumstances will we assist the people
who are in opposition to us."
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Of course that is a gag put up by the chair-
man at the meeting to burke discussion.

Possibly the answer which the chairman re-
fused to give is to be found in subsequent
developments. We have before us the pros-
pectus of Freney 's Geikie, Range Oil De-
velopment Company, which is to be incor-
porated under the Companies Act of New
South Wales, whose brokers are members of
the Sydney. Stock Exchange, and the major-
ity of whose directorate are located in
Sydney. The company has been formed,
with a nominal capital of £,150,000, to
acquire from the Preney Kimberley Oil
Company a portion of its concession, the
consideration for which is £5,000 cashl and
£50,000 in fully paid up shares. It is now
understood that the conditions upon which
the extension of tenure was granted to the
l'rcney Kimberley Oil Company-and which
could not be revealed lest it should ''assist
the people who are in opposition to i's''-
were that the company should surrender its
license and re-apply for at least four sepa?-
ate areas, the new licensees to expend im-
mediately money in prospecting and boring.
The stipulation in regard to the surrender
and subdivision of the original lease ip h
definite admission that it was too extensive
an area for it to be possible for thn com-
pany, as required by the Act, to m rake
reasonable endeavours to search for mineral
oil upon the land,'' and the surplus, which
could not be exploited, should have re-
verted to the State. If investors in poten-
tial oil areas are to be called upon to find
such sums aw £5,000 in cash and £950,000 in
shares for the right to go on to the land,
that fact is a deterrent to, and not a:t on-
couragement of, prospecting.

Au Act was passed giving great powers to
the Minister. At the time of the passage of
that measure the State Mining Engineer had
pointed out that in the interests of oil pros-
pecting in Western Australia the prospecting
areas should not be great. But, in tact, the
areas granted here are enormous as conipored
with areas granted in other parts of the world.
These huge areas were granted at almost a
peppercorn rental, at a time when very little
work bad been done on them. Very little
money had been spent on the areas, although
a considerable amount of cash thad been
pocketed By the vendors. Possibly icry little
has been spent on the areas up to date. A
great big whack of paid up shares is gone.
We find the lessees of one of these areas-
and not the biggest area-subdividing it
and, with the permission of the Min,-
ister, disposing of portion to another party.
I have endeavoured to show that the sub-
lessees, in this case the Freney 's Giekie Range
Oil Development Company, have no rights in
the event of a discovery under the original
Act unless it is by way of an agreement, or,
possibly, by way of an arrangement with the
Minister. The negotiations Wvhich I have out-
lined in one ease do not constitute an isolated
instance, but I have shown what has been
going on in connection with the oil areas. As

Mr. Kirwan pointed out, under the original
Act there is special provision that any Person
who searches or attempts to prospect for oil
on land in contravention of the rights of the
lessee shall be guilty of an offence. That
definitely debars any one but an authorised
person from looking for oil on a lease. Ren.
miembers were in doubt about that point. My
reading, however, is that this difficulty which
may apply to sub-lessees is got over by the
clause, so that the subsidiary companies may
be regarded as authorised by the parent comn-
pany, thus giving them the right to prospect
on areas they have taken over from the orig-
inal lessees.

The Minister for Education: That is a
very strange interpretation!

Hon. H. STEWART: It is a difficult Clause
to understand and I am justified in the hy-
pothesis I an, putting forward.

Ron. 3. W. Kirwan: I do not know what
the meaning of it is.

Hon. H. STEWART: If the clause to
which I refer be passed, no further authority
would be required to enable the sub-lessee to
proceed. The operation of the clause would
mean that the Government would lose revenue
in the event of a discovery being made. It
is exceedingly difficult at the present stage
of the session to deal with such a matter.
Particularly is this so when there is uncer-
tainty regarding this clause. The Chamber is
practically empty and hon. members have not
the opportunity to make inquiries from the
Minister to ascertain what the position really
is, so that we can frame amendments or re-
ject the clause. In view of the achievements
of the Government in connection with legisla-
tion during the course of the last few days,
it would be wise to reject the Bill on the
second reading and then the matter could
come forward again early next session.

Hon. E. H. HARRIS (North-East) [2.37]!
While I do not agree with Mr. Stewart that
we should reject the Bill, there are some
clauses other than those relating to oil, which
should be dealt with. I refer to those affect-
ing tribute agreements. It is advisable that
that part of the Bill should be agreed to s
early as possible. It has been found by men
desirous of taking up a tribute with a com-
pany that they cannot do so until the expira-
tion of the current agreement, which means
that in some eases work is held up for months.
There is an amendment to Part IV. of the
Act dealing Wilth leases, We should have an
opportunity of finding out what the amend-
ment really means. There is a desire, par-
ticularly in the back country, to take up the
areas now held as tailings areas, in order
to work the land on which those tailings have
rested for years. I would be prepared to
strike out the whole of the clauses regarding
oil and permit the rest of the Bill to pass.
The oil clauses will not mean a greater em-
ployment of men in that section of mining.
The object of the Government is to clear up
some of the anomalies under the existing Act,
which was passed, it is interesting to reniem-
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her, in the early hours of the morning a couple
of years ago. I hops Mr. Stewart will not per-
sist in his suggestion but will be content with
deleting the clauses regarding oil.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION (Hon.
H. P. Colebth-East-ia reply) L2.39]: I
have listened with a great deal of interest
and very attentively to the remarks of Mr.
Stewart and I have failed to see how they
connect in any way w.ith the Bill. They may
be pertinent as a criticism of the adminis-
tration of the Act but his remarks do not
touch the Bill at all. Mr. Kirwan ref erred
to Clause 4. It is not intended to authorise
any systematic search on other peoplce's leases
but merely to have this provision to apply in
the case of accidental discoveries. Hon. mem-
bers will appreciate that it is often the case
that discoveries have been made quite acci-
dentally, rather than as the result of organ-
ised searches.

Hon. .1. W. Kirwan: It is curious that pro-
vision is made first for a penalty and theft
for a reward under this heading.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION:
It is not a case of prospecting, but merely
when the discovery-is made accidentally. It
has been suggested that, without some such
provision, if a person accidentally discovered
oil on a lease, he would say nothing about it,
hoping that the loase wrould lapse and then
he would be able to apply for it and
take advantage of his accidental dis-
covery. With the clause in operation,
it will miean that in such a ease the
man can report the discovery on the lease
and apply for the reward. Hon. members
may smile, but that is the reason supplied to
me by the department in support of the
clause. It seems to me entirely feasible. Mr.
Stewart has a suspicious mind and reads some-
thing sinister into the clause. I have indi-
cated what the object of the clause really is.

Question put and passed.

Bill rend a second time.

In Committee.

Hon. 3. Ewing in the Chair; the Minister
for Education in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 to 3-agreed to.

Clause 4-Power to reward the discoverer
of oil on an area of Which he is not the
licensee:

Hon. H. STEWART: I spoke at some
length regarding what I believe is the inten-
tion behind the Bill. The Minister gives us
another explanation and considers that I have
a sinister mind. From the facts I have
placed before the House I think I am justi-
fied in asking for a more reasonable explana-
tion. That furnished by the Minister, that it
applies to the aecideutal discovery of oil, is
extremely laughable.

Hon. J. W. KIRWAN: The Minister's ex-
planation is remarkable. If one accidentally
discovers oil he is to be rewarded, but if he

attempts to search for it he is to be penal-
ised to the extent of £50 I am not going to
vote against the oil clauses of the Bill, but
I1 do think this is one of the most remarkable
pieces of legislation ever put before us.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: The
first indication of oil found in Western Aus-
tralia was discovered accidentally. Certainly
the man who makes such a discovery with
practical results should he entitled to a re-
ward.

lion. H. STEWART: There is no real ur-
gency about the Bill except in respect of the
tributiag clauses. We cannot get any infer-
tuation about the adnministra Lion of the Act.
I object to the methods of the Minister for
M1ines; yet we hove no possible chance of
putting any brake upon him.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 6-Royalties:
lHon. H. STEWART: When the 1920 Bill

was before us, -Mr. Sandersoti and I sought
to have the royalties stated. On that occasion
the Minister fought the proposal and said it
wvas not the proper thing to have the royal-
ties stated in the Bill.

The Minister for Education: The conditions
have altered.

Rion. H. STEWART: Nothing of the sort,
the conditionsl have not altered. If it can be
dono to-nighit, it should have been done two
years ago.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 0 to 10--agreed to.

Title-agreed to.

Biill reported ithiout amendment and the
report adopted.

Third Reading.
Bill read a third time and passed.

BILL-LOAN, £ 3,850,000.
Second Reading.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION (Hon.
H. P. Colebatch-East) [2.62) ia moving the
second reading said: This Bill is the natural
corollary of the passing of the Appropria-
tion Bill. It will enable us to provide money
for carrying out works included in the loan
estimate portion of the Appropriation Bill.
There is one point which I should like to
make clear, namely, that the passing of this
Bill, while authorising the raising of money
and setting out the purposes for which the
money is raised, does not authorise the ex-
penditure of a single penny. I make that
statement because it will be noted there is
included in the schedule an item of £50,000
for the Jarnadup railway.

Hon. J. Cornell: Why not take it out?
The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: Lear-

kng it in cannot have ny effect, because it
does not give the Government authority to
spend.
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Hon. J. W. Kirwan: Have the Government
done any work on that railway?

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: The
gippearance of this item will not have that
effect at all. While both Houses agreed to
the policy of constructing that railway, there
was a disagreement as to bow it was to be
constructed. I have nothing to say on that
point, except that necessarily another Hill will
be introduced next session, and I hope that it
will then be possible to reconcile the differ-
ence between the two Houses. But should
that Dill not be passed next session, it will be
necessary that this £50,000 be reappropiriated
by Parliament to some other purpose.

Hon. 3. W. Kirwan: Have the Government
spent any money on that railway so far? It
is commonly reported that the Government
have been going on with work connected with
that railway.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: I do
not think so. At any rate, the appearance of
this item on the schedule gives no authority
whatever for any expenditure.

Hon. 3. W. Kirwan: And tbe Government
will not take advantage of itl

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: Cer-
tainly not. I move-

That the Dill be now read a second time.

Io". J. CORNELL (South) [2.50 ain.]: I
voted against building the Jaradup railway
by contract, for I am in faori of the day
labour system. However, a decision has been
reached in respect of that railway, in conse-
quence of which Parliamnhas now no cog-
nisanec of the project. The authority to
build the line bas gone, therefore it seems
ridiculous to have included in the schedule
an item of £50,000 for a work which must
first have Parliamentary authority. Since
that authority has not been given, why is the
money required? Moreover, the iten, in the
schedule is not in conformity with the title
of the Hill for tbe construction of the rail-
way, as aniended here. Since the money is
not to be used, win- should the item be left
in the schedule? The Minister hans said that
next session an endeavour will be made to
lbride the gap. The position will then be
reached that the authority is complete for
the money with which to build tlho railway.

The Minister for Education: No.
Hon. 3. CORNELL: I will accept the Min-

ister 's assurance that the money will not bec
touched until authority for expenditure is
given. Still after all, the Minister's assur-
once is only personal.

The Minister for Education: It is more
than that, because the appearance of this
ite~m in the Loan Bill does not give any
authority whatever to proceed with the work.

Hon. J. CORNELL: But it give, auth-
ority to borrow money for the purpose.

The Minister for Education: This loan
will carry us over a long time.

Hon. J. CORNELL: Of course. Still it
is somewhat out of place to have in the
schedule of a Loan Dill an item which is not

required. By it the Government are author-
ised to borrow money for an unauthorised
railway.

Hon,. J. W. KIRWAN (South) (3.0): Am
I correct in assuming that we have a definite
assurance from the Minister in behalf of the
alovernmeat that the Government do not in-
tend to proceed with the construction of the
Jarnadup-lemnark railway without auth-
ority?

The MYinister for Education: That is so.
Question put and passed.

Pill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.

Bill passed through Committee without de-
bate, reported without amendment, and the
report adopted.

Read a third time and passed.

DISCHARGE OF ORDERS.
On motions by the Minister for Education,

the following orders were discharged from
the Notice Paper: -Hospital Tax Bill, second
reading; Navigation Act Amendment Bill,
second reading.

BTitt-CLAREMONT AND PERTH ROAD
DISTRICTS RATES.

All Stages.
Receiv-ed from Assembly and read a first

time.
Second Reading.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION
(Hon. H. P. Colebateb-East) [3.4) in
moving the second reading said: This is a
simple Bill to validate certain rates. The
Claremont Road Board levied a general rate
of 3d. in the pound for their district, and
ha ving regard to the special facilities re-
quired for the East Ward (including Ned-
lands) they levied an annual rate of Id., thus
inokinir 4Z] for that particular ward. In
submitting this differentiation for the ap-
proval of the Mfinister, as required by the
Road Districts Act, it was asked that a
special area should bes declared for the East
Ward. The legal position is that the area
should have been declared prior to the levy-
ing of the rate, and also the application
made for the differ-ntiation after such area
fiad been proclaimed, whereas both actions
were taken by the board on the same night,
at the same meeting, and included in the
same communication. Subsequently, the rate-
payers took advantage of this technical omis-
sion of the board failing to comply with the
Aet, and the board now seek to validate their
action by snecial legislation, which this Bill
will accomplish. The other clause of the Bill
is to validate the appropriation by the Perth
Road Board of certain loan rates. In levy-
ing their loan rates the Perth board found
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it difficult to estimate the exact amount of 233 of the Act boards are allowed to levy
rate which would provide for the payment of
the interest and sinking fund on their
loans, and consequently had to resort to the
nearest amount which would cover the re-
quired expenditure. The result has been the
accumulation of several small balances, which
the board have applied to administrative and
other costs. This expenditure is not provided
for in the Road Districts Act. The provision
of this Bill for overcoming the difficulty will
enable the board to satisfactorily adjust their
accounts. I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without de-

bate, reported without amendment, and the
report adopted.

Read a third time and passed.

BILL-ROAD UISTRICTd ACT AMEND-
MENT.

All Stages.
Received fromn the Assembly and read a

first time.

Second Reading.
The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION

(Hon. H. P: Colebatch-East) [3.8] in
moving the second reading said: This is a
Bill of only one clause, to insert a proviso in
Section 233 of the principal Act as follows-

Provided also that in any district in
which not less than three-fourths in area of
all rateable land is held for pastoral pur-
poses only, the rate may, in the discretion
of the board, be reduced tb not less than
one halfpenny in the pound.

Section 214, Subsection 1, paragraph (i) of
the Act states:-

In respect of land held under a Crown
lease or of which any profit may lawfully
be taken by virtue of a Crown lease, the
unimproved value shall, subject as herein-
after provided, be deemed to be a sum equal
to tw-enty times the annual rent reserved
by the lease.

Since that measure was passed the pastoral
areas have been reappraised by the Lands
Department and the rents have been very
largely increased. The result has been to in-
creame the road board rates payable on pas-
toral lands to such an extent that the ratio is
altogether disproportionate. The matter is
surrounded by difficulties as regards valua-
tions, but if the local authorities in their own
discretion levy only an amount commensurate
with their needs, the difficulty may be over-
come. If the Act remains as at present, they
will accept the valuation, hut they will be
compelled to extort a rate beyond their re-
quirements and beyond what the pastoralists
should be required to pay. Under Section

rates on the various valuations, but the mini-
mum is Id. This proviso will enable the
boards to impose a rate of 'Ad. in the pound
for pastoral leases if so desired. The Bill ie
merely intended to adjust a difficulty which
has arisen consequent on rcalipraisemeat of
the pastors] areas. I move-

That the Bill be now read a mseond
time.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without do.

bate, reported without amendment and the re-
port adopted.

Head a third time and passed.

BILL-PENSIONERS, (RATES EXEMP-
TION.

Assembly's Further Message.
Message from the Assembly received and

read notifying that it had been informed by
the Clerk of Parliaments, under Joint Stand-
ing Order No. 12, that a clerical error had
been found in the Pensioners (Rates Exemp-
tionx) Bill, namely, that the word ''shall'' in
the second line of Clause 2 appeared in place
of the words ''may claim to,'' and to rectify
the error the Assembly had accordingly made
the amendment, in which amendment it de-
sired the concurrence of the Council.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION
(lion. H. P. Colebatebi-East) L312]: There
cannot be any possible objection to this
amendment because, as the Dill stands in the
present print, it says that pensioners shall be
exempt. If we were prepared to agree to
that, we cannot logically take any exception
to making it permissive for a pensioner to
claim exemption. The amendment will make
the Bill better from all points of view. Many
pensioners will prefer to pay their rates year
by year, instead of subjecting themselves or
their successors to the disabilities which may
arise consequent upon non-payment. The
word ''shall'' makes the measure unneces-
sarily definite. It is better to give pensioners
the option of paying or claiming exemption
as they desire. I move-

That the correction be agreed to.

Question put and passed.

RESOLUTION-COMMONWEALTH
CONSTITUTION.

Message from the Assembly received and
read notifying that it had agreed to the
Council's resolution as follows:-

That in the opinion of this House the
Premier should communicate with the Com-
monwealth and State Governments, and
urge the summoning of a constitutional
convention to consider the amending of the
Commonwealth Constitution.
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ADJOURNMENT-CLiOSE OF
SESSION.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION (Hon.
H. P. Colebath-East) (3.15]: 1 rnov-

That the House at its rising adjourn
until Thursday, the 8th February.

The intention of the Government is that Par-
liament shsal]libe prorogued by proelaunntiou.
In submitting this motion I desire to thank
lhon. members for their extreine coiurtesy andi
kindness to mne during what has been a
particularly arduous session. I cannot pre-
tend that I sin altogether pleased with all
the decisions of this House, but it is not for
me to question the wisdom or judgment of
this Chamber. Members, however, have
treated cue personally most kindly, aud I am
particularly grateful to them for the manner
in which they have assisted in the completion
of the business of the session. I deeply re-
gret it was necessa-y to recall mnettbers to
the House after Christmas, but I trust the va-
cation before us will be more keenly enjoyed
by them now that it is practically upon them.
To you, Mr. President, I wrish a pleasant
holiday now that -you will be able to rest
from your labours. I hope we shall see you
hack amongst us in full health and strength.

Ron. J. EWING (South-West) [3.17]: 1,
with other members in this House, desire Is,
excpress my thanks to the Leader of the Rouse
for the courteous manner in which he has
met the requirements of members, and the
generous manner in which he has helped every
one of us during this most trying session. I
hope that he Will be able to enjoy some re-
laxationl fromt is arduous duties. I wrish
him good health and that he may enjoy long
life, happiness and prosperity. I also en-
dose the words of the Leader of the House iu
hoping that when we meet again we shall- see
you, Mr. President, amongst its Sin full health
and vigour.

The PRESIDENT: I have mIuchL pleasure
in acknowledging the kind remarks of the
Leader of the House, andi the Chairman of
Committees. I also want to add my thanks
to members generally for the assistance they
have given to me in this my first term as
President. They have helped me greatly in
siiy task of carrying out the (duties of the
House, in the observance of the Standing
Orders, and in upholding the dignity of the
high office I have the privilege of occupying.
We have had a satisfactory session. We have
had one or two occasions when some of us
have differed in our opinions, but the session
generally has been a most pleasant one. , I
hope member will enjoy their well-enrned
holiday.

Question put and passed.

Ufouse adiosirned at .. 9 a. (Friday).
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The SPEAKER took the Chair at 2.30
Isu., and read prayers.

PE17RSONALS EXPLANATION: O1KES-
DURAC1( OIL LICENSE.

Mr, UNDERWOOD (Pilbara) (2.85]: 1
would like to mnnke a Personal explanation.
During the last sitting Of the House, I made
the statement that the Minister for the North-
Wust andl Mr. G. Mfiles, MLCwere inter-
ested in the Okces-Durack oil license. I have
tile n051uraure of the Premier that M.Nr. Cole-
batch is iiot interested and the assurance of
Mr. MIiles himself that he is not interested.
I reg-ret that 1. was misled. I made the state-
meicnt believiri z it to be true. I now express
regret for having made the statement, accept-
ing their denials without reservation.

QUESTION-R-AILWAT CONSTRt1tC-
TION, TARBAMONT EASTWARD.

M3r. HARRISON asked the Premier- 1, Is
it his intention to introduce a Bill for the
construt-tion oif a railway from Yarramony
eastward to serve the districts of Yorkrakine,
North fl3andee, etc., this sessions9 2, If not,
why not?

The PREMIER replied: I and 2, Owing to
the survey not being completed it is not
possible to introduce the Bill this session.
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